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★★★★★ “…endearing characters you can’t help but root for!”It is a time of treachery, terrorism,
and tyranny in the Star Kingdom. The king cannot be trusted, the galaxy is on the brink of war,
and a notorious mercenary is destroying everything—and everyone—in his path on his quest for
vengeance.The Star Kingdom is in dire need of heroes.What it gets is a band of misfits and
underdogs:• A washed-up bounty hunter struggling to make ends meet.• A genetically
engineered cat woman on the run from her makers.• A robotics professor who gets space sick
before leaving orbit.• A brilliant scientist who’s better at punching people than talking to them.As
unlikely as it seems, this motley crew is the best hope for bringing peace to the galaxy. But they
have troubles of their own, and they’ll have to fly fast to avoid being hunted down and killed.A
romping science fiction adventure for fans of Star Wars and Firefly, this space opera bundle
includes:1. Shockwave2. Ship of Ruin3. Hero CodePick up a copy and start enjoying the Star
Kingdom series today!
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20EpilogueForewordEight years ago, when I first started publishing my writing, it was all fantasy
all the time. As someone with a degree in Culture, Literature, and Arts, I was leery about
venturing into science fiction and “getting it wrong.” I still worry about that, to be honest, even
though I’ve since written my Fallen Empire series and some shorter space-opera adventures.But
it’s a genre I’ve always loved, especially as a kid devouring Star Trek reruns and watching the
original Star Wars trilogy over and over and over. (This delighted my parents, since we only had
one TV in the house at the time, and it was front-and-center in the living room.)I’m delighted to
be back in outer space with this new series, Star Kingdom. I’ve been jokingly calling it Big Bang
Theory meets Star Wars. I’m not sure how accurate that is, but it is a chance for some smart,
geeky heroes to shine. (Because, as we all know, Mr. Spock was way cooler than Captain Kirk in
the original Trek.) I hope you have fun with the new crew and enjoy their adventures.Before you
jump in, please let me thank those who’ve helped me put this book together: my first readers,
Rue Silver, Sarah Engelke, and Cindy Wilkinson, and my editor, Shelley Holloway. Also, thank
you to Jeff Brown for illustrating the covers for this series.Now, let the adventure begin…
ShockwavePrologue“When can I eat normal food again?”“Normal?” Dr. Yas Peshlakai looked
toward the vat lamb and rice dish on the bedside table. It was bland, as he’d ordered, but ought
to pass for normal on Tiamat Station.“Yes.” President Sophia Bakas smiled and folded her hands
atop the blanket, the silver light of a faux moon streaming in the window and highlighting a
surprisingly girlish expression on her timeworn face. “Deep-fried, ice-creamed, and alcohol-
filled.”“Ah. Normal food. Well, I’m not your regular doctor, Madam President, but I recommend
you give your liver time to recover from the poison before consuming more. You do have two
years left to serve, and the station inhabitants are quite fond of you.”“Yes, and it is good to be
liked. By most people.” Her long fingers curled into the blanket, tendons standing out under her
papery skin.“Star Kingdom zealots aren’t people.”“My charming young intelligence officers tell
me the poisoners were loyal station citizens, irritated that the vote went against them. It seems
they hoped to rush along my passing so the more Kingdom-friendly Vice President Martinez
would be in charge.” Bakas shuddered, her narrow shoulders hunching. “I don’t understand why



anyone would want to live under that backward rule again. Under their draconian laws, half the
people here wouldn’t be allowed to breathe the air there. They don’t allow genetic engineering
on human beings, not even to cure diseases. They don’t even allow modifications to their plants
or food. And their backward stances on marriage and relationships.” Bakas shuddered again,
perhaps thinking of her two wives.“I gather it’s the other half of the people who are a
problem.”“I’m glad you’re not one of those zealots. And that you were able to identify the poison.”
President Bakas grasped his hand. “Thank you, Doctor.”“It was a simple matter, as I knew it
would be as soon as I heard the symptoms. During my years at the university, I took several
toxicology classes, and for one, I wrote a paper on the ongoing alterations to the archexia family
of plants to create potent hallucinogens as well as more deadly substances. It was published in
Galactic Plantae, a prestigious peer-reviewed journal in the field. I understand professors at
several universities throughout the system are now teaching from that article. It’s shameful that
so few doctors are familiar with the less well-known uses for the plants. Your personal physician
should have…” Yas made himself close his mouth and shrug. It wasn’t his place to denigrate
others. Not everybody had been granted the educational opportunities he had, though it was
difficult to fathom that anyone but the best would have been selected to work for the
president.“You’re a touch arrogant for someone so young, aren’t you?” Bakas smiled.“I’m thirty-
five, ma’am.”He had been a surgeon as well as a toxicology consultant for nearly ten years. The
latter was an interest he kept up with, not his main profession, but it pleased him that the station
hospitals often sought his advice on tough cases.“That makes you a mere child, good
doctor.”Since she was approaching a hundred and fifty, he couldn’t argue with her perspective
on age. But the rest?“I merely state the facts, Madam President. I do not, as arrogance would
imply, exaggerate my own worth or importance.”She arched her eyebrows.“A former girlfriend
called me lovably pompous,” he conceded.“Former? Perhaps your pomposity wasn’t so lovable
after all.” Her smile turned into a yawn.“You should rest, Madam President.”Yas drew her
curtains, eyeing the bright full moon hanging in the starry sky, all of it a technological illusion to
hide that the only thing above them was the other side of their habitat. If one hadn’t been to a
real planet, one might believe the station was a natural place, with parks and cities and lakes,
birds and insects and animals. One might forget that it was a giant cylinder spinning inside a
hollowed-out asteroid in System Hydra’s Beta Belt, miles of stone protecting its inhabitants from
the sun’s radiation.“I’ll rest a bit,” Bakas said with another yawn.Yas made sure she had water,
then dimmed the lights as he stepped out of her bedroom. Two presidential bodyguards were
posted to either side of the door, and he nodded to them as he passed.“She’s fine,” he said.They
nodded back.They had no reason to question him. Yas’s prominent family was known and
trusted on the station, and his father had donated to the president’s election campaign. Yas had
grown up here, leaving only for a few volunteer medical missions to other parts of the system
where people dealt with the vagaries of living on planets and moons.He passed unbothered
through corridors and down lift tubes, his white jacket and white bag with its symbolic red blood
droplet on the side identifying him as a doctor. He’d entered the presidential residence through



the servants’ entrance and started to depart that way but paused to watch the huge screens in
their break room showing the last few points of a zero-g squash game.Superhumanly agile
bodies contorted into impossible positions as the two contestants flung themselves around the
enclosed court, ricocheting off the walls almost as fast as the ball. Yas knew the game well, and
had played it all the way through school, but he had given up an opportunity to compete on the
professional circuit to become a doctor. To become everything his parents had always expected
him to be—which didn’t involve bouncing off the walls of a sports court. He didn’t regret
channeling his energy into his career, but there were times when he missed the game, the sheer
joy of unbridled athletic exertion.The famous Donahue Dorg scored the final point, and the vid
feed cut to a crowd cheering while imbibing beer and the potent sunflower-seed alcohol the
station was known for.Yas waved to the staff still watching—none of them noticed him taking his
leave—and headed out the back door. As he stepped into the alley behind the residence, the
street lights reflecting softly off the recycled carbon-fiber pavement, four uniformed figures
strode out of the shadows to one side. Station Civil Security.“There he is, right there.”“Get
him!”Yas looked down the alley in the other direction, certain they meant someone else. But the
big men stared right at him as they broke into a run.“I’m Dr. Yas Peshlakai.” He raised his
hands.A sergeant grabbed his wrist, and meaty fingers bit into his shoulder. “We know who you
are. What you just did.”“You’re going to cuff him, Sergeant? He killed the president. He
deserves…” A corporal pointed a DEW-Tek 900 pistol at Yas’s temple.Yas almost dropped his
medical kit.“Killed?” He gaped at the glaring men now surrounding him. “I was just up in her
room. She’s fine. She’s recovering well. She wants ice cream.”“When Garon walked in, she was
dead. You were the last one in there with her, the only one with a bag full of medical poison.” The
sergeant with the death grip on his shoulder reached for the flex-cuffs on his utility belt.“No trial
for him, Sarge,” the corporal with the pistol said, his eyes full of rage. “Let’s say he ran, and we
had to take care of him, of the Kingdom sympathizer. He’s a Kingdom assassin. He deserves
death, not to weasel out of everything with some high-priced lawyer.”“No lawyer for the
assassin,” another corporal growled and slapped Yas’s medical kit away.It clattered to the
pavement, tipped open on its side, and spilled its contents everywhere. A jet injector bounced up
and hissed as it struck the sergeant’s leg.He yelped, his grip on Yas’s shoulder loosening.Yas
doubted anything had pierced the man’s skin, but he took advantage and broke free from his
captor. He glimpsed the corporal’s grip tightening on the pistol and ducked. A red bolt of energy
seared a chunk of hair from Yas’s scalp and slammed into the wall behind him.He stumbled,
bumped the other corporal, and shouted, “Watch out for the bag. The poison is gaseous.”As the
four men’s gazes lurched to the innocuous medical kit, Yas sprinted away from them. It was
probably the worst thing he could have said, an implication that he was guilty, but it took them a
few seconds to recover and give chase.He lunged around a corner and down a main street away
from the residence, sprinting past delivery robots and electric auto-trucks zipping along the
center rail. There was nothing to hide behind alongside the thoroughfare, no crates or barrels, no
parked vehicles.Yas pumped his legs. Where could he go? Not home. They would be waiting. To



the Civil Security station to talk to someone sane? Someone who grasped that suspects weren’t
executed on Tiamat, especially not before they’d had a trial?The security men burst onto the
street behind him. Knowing he was in their sights, Yas sprinted for another alley. Something
slammed into the back of his knee, and pain roared up his leg.He grabbed a wall, just keeping
from pitching to the ground. More weapons fired with soft buzzes as the energy bolts lanced
down the street. Yas lunged into the alley, his leg almost buckling every time he tried to put
weight on it. He kept running, but his gait was lopsided, agonized. They would catch him soon.Or
they would shoot him soon.A drone whizzed past, its camera recording him. There was nowhere
to go on the station, nowhere to hide. He was miles from the docks and a ship, even if he could
somehow slip past port security and stow away on an outgoing vessel.Gritting his teeth, Yas
stumbled out of the alley next to a café, outdoor tables dotting the sidewalk. A scattering of
people sat in the chairs, their faces turning curiously toward him. He meant to run past them and
into the café to hide, but he twisted his injured knee and tumbled to the pavement. A fresh wave
of pain shot up his leg, and tears sprang to his eyes.“There he is!” one of his pursuers cried from
the alley.Yas rolled to the side an instant before a red energy bolt skimmed past, slamming into
the side of a store across the street.Panting, he rolled again, angling toward the tables and
hoping to get out of the line of sight. He bumped into a chair and tried to rise, to scramble farther
away, but his leg wouldn’t support him. It only sent more agony blasting through his body.Yas
raised his hands and flopped onto his back. If he appeared helpless and surrendered, maybe
they wouldn’t kill him. Maybe they would follow proper procedure and arrest him for a trial. This
was insane.As soon as the shooting had started, most of the people sitting outside the café had
lunged for the door or run off down the street. But a dark-skinned woman with short black hair
peered calmly down from the table right above him, one of her eyes glinting unnaturally in the
lights shining through the window. A coffee cup hung poised in her gloved hand.“Is this because
we didn’t tip?” She tilted her head toward Yas and quirked an eyebrow toward the man sitting
opposite her at the table.Yas assumed it was a man. He wore a cloak with a hood pulled up and
some kind of mask on his face. A DEK-Tek pistol and a double-barreled SK-Ram hung in
holsters from his belt.Yas’s fingers twitched. He could have reached for the Ram. But it was a
weapon of deadly force, and he couldn’t shoot to kill, not even to save himself.But as footsteps
thundered in the alley, a squeak of “Help?” escaped his lips before Yas could debate the wisdom
of the request.“Dr. Yas Peshlakai,” the man said dispassionately, as if he were reading the name
off a report. He had probably already run a quick facial identification search, the results scrolling
down his contact display or whatever networked implants existed behind that hood. “A renowned
surgeon and toxicology expert. Huh.”“And not a criminal.” Yas feared the news bots were already
circulating the false story.The speaker gazed down at him, his features, his thoughts, hidden
behind that mask.The security men jogged into view, slowing as they saw Yas so close to two
other people. Yas prayed they were done flinging weapons fire wantonly around, but as they
stalked closer, fury in their eyes, he knew they were only getting close enough to ensure they
couldn’t miss. There were three of them. There was no sign of the one sane man, the sergeant



who’d only wanted to arrest him.“You’ll serve me for five years if I save your life,” the masked man
said calmly, as if Yas wasn’t a second from being shot, as if his blood wasn’t staining the
pavement under the table.“Yes,” Yas blurted in agreement, even though it had been a statement,
rather than a question.“Excellent.”The masked man sprang from the table and charged the
security officers with the speed of a bullet. His opponents fired at him, but he somehow
anticipated the shots in time to fling himself into an agile roll across the pavement, one that
brought him up between the men. They tried to fan out, to find spots where they could shoot him
without endangering their comrades, but he blurred around them, movements too fast to track
without augmented eyes. Yas gaped as one man flew into a wall, his head striking hard enough
to knock him senseless.Someone fired wildly, and a red bolt burned through the base of a
nearby table, hurling the top into the air. It landed with a resounding clatter on the pavement.A
hand grabbed Yas’s shoulder. The woman.She pulled him to his feet with a grip hard enough to
hurt. His leg threatened to give way again, but she supported him, tugging him away from the
melee, from the pounding of fists and cries of pain. Yas pressed his back to the wall, gasping for
air and for the strength to keep his legs under him.“Who—” Yas started to ask, but three precise
shots boomed, echoing from the walls of the now-empty street. The SK-Ram, firing bullets
instead of directed energy bolts.They had an alarming finality, and all sounds of the battle
ended. The masked man walked around the corner, his cloak flapping around his ankles as he
holstered the Ram.“Come, Doctor.” He extended a hand toward the street. “I have a ship with a
sickbay in need of a surgeon.”“What ship?” Yas asked as the woman and the man gripped him
by either arm, lifting him into the air as they walked at his side, his feet dangling an inch above
the ground, his injured leg leaving a trail of blood. “Who are you?”“The Fedallah,” the man said.
“Tenebris Rache.”If Yas had been walking, his legs would have given out again.Captain Tenebris
Rache was the most notorious pirate in the Twelve Systems. And Yas had just sworn to serve
him.1“Fly, little birdie, fly,” Professor Casmir Dabrowski whispered.He stepped back with his
kludgy remote control, promising to build something better once his prototype proved
successful. He tapped a button, and the robot bird sprang off his desk, delicate wings flapping
furiously as it attempted to fly.Casmir bit his lip. Would it work this time?The bird dipped below
the level of the desk, and he winced, certain it would crash. But its self-learning neuromorphic
chip compensated quickly. The bird tilted slightly and adjusted its wingbeats, then slowly gained
altitude.Casmir’s wince turned into a grin as it sailed toward the ceiling of his lab, swooping left
and right like a songbird seeking seeds. Its flight was so natural, it made his heart ache.It—no,
she, definitely she—was beautiful. He couldn’t wait to show her off. Maybe the media, not just
the university presses, would write up the project. The news would travel through the gate
network, and roboticists throughout the Twelve Systems would see his work and realize his
home world of Odin wasn’t backward, at least not in this field. No government policies held back
these scientific developments.“That’s what you’re working on now?” a familiar voice asked from
the hallway. A few passing university students peered through the door around the man. “You
don’t find that underwhelming after three years at the Kingdom’s top military research and



development lab?”Hearing the disdain from one of his former instructors made Casmir want to
snatch the bird out of the air and hide it in a desk drawer. He told himself there was nothing
demeaning about his project, but he couldn’t keep his cheeks from warming.“Actually, Professor
Huang—” Casmir hoped his voice came out casual and self-confident, even while wondering
what it would be like to actually feel self-confident, “—I find it morally refreshing after three years
at the Kingdom’s top military research and development lab.” He tapped the remote to command
the robot to find a perch. “I never entirely trusted King Jager’s promise that my work would only
be used to defend Odin and not to mow down enemies in other systems.”Technically untrue. It
had taken a while for his trust to falter, for him to realize Jager wanted more than to avoid the
assassination plot that had taken down his father. The king had ambitions.“I’m sure he’s not
going to do that with your combat robots.” Huang walked into the room, his cane clacking on the
tile floor. He was known to twirl it like a pirate’s rapier, prodding students who fell asleep in class.
“He’ll use them to make sure Odin, bless our beautiful world, is never conquered by
foreigners.”“So I was told when I started working there. But you hear the same news I do. You
know the pushes Jager is making, the sympathizers his agents are cultivating in other
systems.”“I do my best to ignore the news, in truth. Better for the sanity.”When the bird alighted
on the desk again, Huang bent to peer at it through his glasses. He murmured something, and
the light of a tiny display flashed in one of the lenses. Showing magnification? Or some more in-
depth analysis?At the same time as he’d had the childhood eye surgery that had failed to fix his
strabismus, Casmir had received a neural-interactive chip and contacts with an interface. A lot of
the older staff preferred the removable voice-activated lenses to newer technologies.“This is just
a hobby.” Casmir shrugged, as if the project didn’t mean as much as it did. “My team is working
on self-aware medical androids to be deployed to remote habitats and scientific outposts where
there aren’t human doctors. This girl—” Casmir gently touched the smooth head of his bird, “—
Chaz, Simon, Asahi, and I are going to enter in a realistic-flight competition. Humans have been
making drones for ages, but we’ve yet to create a robot that can truly emulate a bird’s
flight.”“Because there’s not much need, eh?” Huang straightened and adjusted his glasses.“I
suppose not the need that there is for military robots, but maybe that says something distressing
about our society.”“War and battling over differences has been the human norm since we first
discovered fire back on Earth. Or so the history books tell us.” Huang smiled and wavered his
hand in acknowledgment of how much information had been lost between the time the original
colony ships had left Earth, arrived in the Twelve Systems, and clawed their way back to a
spacefaring level. “I’ll admit it is impressive that you got Simon and Asahi to work together. I
thought they were mortal enemies.”“They are, but Simon is a stellar programmer, and Asahi is a
wiring genius.”“Some people pick teams based on compatibility of personalities rather than the
brilliance of individuals.”“That sounds like a recipe for mundanity.”“But fewer explosions in the
labs.”Casmir was about to point out that he’d succeeded in getting his team to finish the project,
but an alert pinged on the wall console. He habitually held up two fingers in the standard hold-
please-while-I-answer-a-message-or-access-the-net gesture. The display identified the caller:



Kim Sato.“Hello, Kim,” Casmir answered, surprised she hadn’t opted for chip-to-chip messaging
rather than the city comm system.“Did you complete your bird project?” Kim asked, no visual
coming up with the audio.“I did. It’s working. For its preliminary flight around the lab, at
least.”“Congratulations. I will see you at home.”“Wait,” Casmir blurted, surprised by the abrupt
end of the conversation, though he should have been accustomed to her atypical approach to
social conventions by now. “Is that all you wanted?”She paused, and he imagined her puzzling
out what an appropriate response would be. He waited patiently. He was used to all types of
smart, eccentric people, including Kim.“I am placing a grocery order to be delivered by
dinnertime tonight,” she said. “I am considering whether to simply select our agreed-upon
staples or add in a bottle of celebratory wine. There are seven varietals in stock with that
adjective in the description. I assume one of them will be appropriate to honor career
achievement.”“Ah.” Casmir grinned, now reading her pause as a debate on whether celebratory
wine should be a surprise or not.“Do you have a preference of red or white?” she asked. “Or
sparkling?”“Red, please. Sparkles optional.”“I see an appropriate bottle. Goodbye.”Professor
Huang arched his eyebrows after the comm ended.“Girlfriend? Or android?” Huang smirked. “Or
both?”Casmir’s cheeks heated again at the suggestion that he couldn’t find a flesh-and-blood
girlfriend if he wanted one, even if it had been over a year since he’d had a modicum of success
in that department. His left eye blinked a few times of its own accord, and he grimaced, willing
the obnoxious tic he’d had since childhood to stop. Contacts corrected his myopia, if not his
monocular vision, and medication kept his seizures under control, but some symptoms of his
flawed genes defied modern technology and pharmacology.“Roommate,” Casmir said firmly.
“And not an android. She’s a bacteriologist who has made many excellent contributions to the
medical sciences. She’s good with microbes. Humans are more problematic for her.”He shook
his head, not sure why he was explaining someone Professor Huang was unlikely to ever meet.
Mostly because he was still smirking. From his time as one of Huang’s students, Casmir
remembered well that the man had a dirty streak, especially considering he was eighty or ninety.
Which was old on Odin. It wasn’t like in some of the other systems where genetic tinkering had
vastly extended the human lifespan—for those who could afford it.“Roommate with benefits?”
Huang winked.“If you consider that she’s buying me wine a benefit, then yes. As for the rest, I
don’t think she ever notices a man’s—or woman’s—anatomy unless she’s poking it with a
sword.”Huang’s mouth drooped open. “A sword?”Casmir, realizing that could be misconstrued as
an innuendo, rushed to clarify. “Her father and half-brothers run a kendo dojo. The swords are
real swords. Well, no, they use wooden ones, mostly, I think. Uhm—”“Professor Dabrowski?” an
unfamiliar voice from the doorway said, mangling the pronunciation of the last name.Casmir
spun toward the stranger with relief, glad for an excuse to end the conversation.“You can call me
Casmir. My students all do. I…” Casmir trailed off when he got a good look at the person
standing in the doorway.The tall, broad-shouldered man wore dark silver liquid armor that
covered him from boots to neck, leaving exposed only his strong, lean face and black hair long
enough to flap in the wind. Or so Casmir assumed. The knights in the animated law-enforcement



posters always had breeze-ruffled long hair and an equally breeze-ruffled dark purple cloak. This
man had both, though the building’s ventilation system was not sufficient for ruffling.He also
wore an imposing weapon on his utility belt, what looked like an Old Earth medieval halberd on a
short axe shaft. A pertundo, the legends called them, the traditional knight’s weapon and far
more sophisticated than they appeared. With a telescoping shaft, it could be used like a spear,
but the long, sharp tip fired energy blasts similar to bolts from DEW-Tek firearms, and the blade
could carve into the best combat armor in existence. At least according to the war vids.“Can I
help you?” Casmir stepped forward, silently commanding his chip to search the network for a
match on the knight’s face.“I’m here to help you.” The knight glanced both ways down the hallway
before stepping inside and palming the sliding door shut. “I’m Sir Friedrich of His Majesty’s royal
knights.”As he said his name, Casmir’s net search came back, displaying the man’s face, name,
and address. Daniel Friedrich, knighted eight years earlier. Residence: Drachen Castle.“Shit,
Casmir,” Huang whispered. “What did you do?”Casmir shook his head. All he could think was
that this had something to do with his old job. He’d seen a couple of knights at the military
research facility in his years there, but the elite defenders of the crown’s interests were spread
across the system, and even some of the non-Kingdom systems. They didn’t stroll into the world
of academia often.The knight strode toward Casmir, his face hard and determined.Casmir lifted
his hands, fearing he was about to be arrested. But for what?“I bring a message.” Friedrich
halted in front of him and glanced at Huang.Huang leaned his hip against the desk and folded
his arms around his cane, not looking like he intended to leave.“You must flee,” Friedrich said,
focusing on Casmir again. “Get off the planet. Out of the entire system, if you can.”“Uh. Any
particular reason?” If anyone else had been making this suggestion, Casmir would have scoffed,
but if this man truly was a knight who lived in the castle… “Are you entering the robotic flight
simulation contest? You’re not my competition trying to get rid of me, are you?”Friedrich gripped
his arm, his lean face humorless. “This isn’t a joke, Dabrowski. Knights don’t get sent out for
pranks.”No, Casmir knew that. But cracking jokes was easier than accepting the fear starting to
roil in his gut. Fear and confusion. He was shocked a knight would have been sent out for him
under any circumstances. Even a squire would be an oddity.“Who sent you?” Casmir
asked.“Your mother.”Casmir would have fallen over backward if the knight hadn’t still gripped
him. “My… you mean my adoptive mother? Irena Dabrowski?”“No.”Casmir opened his mouth,
but he couldn’t find words. He didn’t know who his real mother was. His parents—his adoptive
parents—hadn’t told him. They’d always said they didn’t know, and in the thirty-two years he’d
been alive, he’d never found anything to suggest his real mother lived.“Someone wants to
ensure you do not see another sunrise,” Friedrich said. “She told me to tell you to get off-world.
Don’t return to your house before you go. Just take what you have and find passage on a ship.
Don’t use your banking chip. Take your ID chip offline.”“My mother spoke to you? Today? I don’t
even know—” Casmir gripped the knight’s arm back and shook it, as if he had the strength to
affect the large fit man. “Who is she?”“She—” Friedrich broke off and frowned, his eyes
unfocused as he received some message. He cursed and stepped back, easily shaking off



Casmir’s grip. “They’re coming. Two of them.” He opened a rectangular pouch on his utility belt
and pulled out a folded disk. “I’ll do my best to delay them so you can escape.”“Escape? This is
where I work.”“Not anymore.”Friedrich strode not toward the door but toward one of the windows.
It was an old-fashioned casement window with real glass, so he could open it and peer out onto
the streets and walkways of the campus eight stories below. Without pausing, he hopped onto
the windowsill.“Sir Knight.” Casmir lifted a hand and started toward the man.Friedrich looked
over his shoulder, his eyes intent. “If you value your life and the lives of your friends, get off Odin
now. Get out of the system altogether. Go.”Friedrich sprang out the window.For a second, Casmir
could only gape in surprise as the knight disappeared from sight, the wind whipping his hair and
his cloak. Casmir rushed to the window in time to see Friedrich flick his wrist and the disk unfold
into a driftboard.The knight maneuvered it under his feet as he fell, his cloak streaming above
him. Scant feet from the pavement, the board’s thrusters fired, and he slowed. But not for long.
Board and rider zipped across the street and mag-rails, barely missing an auto-cab delivering
students. On the other side, he disappeared inside the four-story cement parking garage.“Are
you going to listen to him?” Huang asked.“I… I don’t know.”As Casmir gripped the windowsill, the
salty breeze of the Arashi Sea tickling his nostrils, a boom erupted from the parking garage.
Flames sprang through the windows on the bottom level, and smoke flooded out through the
entrances.“Did he do that?” Huang asked.“I don’t know.”Casmir ran to his desk and waved a
hand to activate the built-in computer, wondering if his staff position would get him access to the
parking-garage cameras. Already, sirens wailed outside, ambulances or police coming.“Show
me the parking garage, ground level,” Casmir ordered as the desktop display came to
life.“People are running out,” Huang said from the window, his gaze locked on the garage.
“There’s smoke everywhere.”The computer took an eternity to complete a retina scan on Casmir,
then showed him the hazy bottom floor of the garage. Wreckage lay everywhere, including in the
stall where he’d parked his scooter that morning. He groaned. It was gone, completely
destroyed.A breeze gusted through the garage, stirring the smoke and revealing Friedrich
crouched amid the wreckage. He’d put away his driftboard and drawn the pertundo, the shaft
extended to more than six feet, and gripped it in both hands. In the legends, knights were always
slicing and perforating enemies into bloody pulps with them, usually while balancing on train
trestles over rivers or some other ludicrous place for a fight. But Friedrich wielded it like a rifle
and fired green bursts of energy into the smoke.Screams sounded, not from the display but
through the window. The knight hadn’t gone crazy and started shooting innocent students, had
he?Huang cursed at something outside. Casmir almost ran over to look, but on the display, the
smoke cleared enough for him to see the knight’s opponent.A faceless, tarry black humanoid
figure strode toward Friedrich with deadly intent. It carried no weapons—it didn’t need them.“No,”
Casmir whispered in horrified recognition.The figure sprang forty feet, more like a panther than a
human. Friedrich fired bolts that would have killed a man into its torso, but they bounced off. He
didn’t appear surprised. He shifted his grip on the weapon as his foe came into melee
range.“What is that?” Huang came to Casmir’s side and looked at his face. “You know.”Casmir



nodded mutely, unable to take his gaze from the scene playing out.Friedrich lunged and thrust
his pertundo into his attacker’s black torso, the point sinking in and branches of white lightning
streaking out and wrapping around it. His foe did not slow at all, merely striding forward to deliver
an attack of its own.Friedrich dodged an impossibly fast punch, the knight displaying speed and
agility that would have made him a match for any human, maybe even a genetically enhanced
one from another system. But this was no human, and it caught Friedrich on his second attempt
to dodge, hefting him into the air.The knight shortened his pertundo and swung it like a one-
handed axe, even as he dangled, his feet well above the pavement. His foe held him at arm’s
reach, but one of the swipes landed, the blade cleaving deeply into its side, more lightning
coursing around it.Casmir held his breath, hoping the legendary weapon might be a match for
the deadly construct. But a tarry black hand came down and yanked the blade out. The wound in
its torso closed, melting together as if it were made from molten wax, and re-hardening into its
original form.Friedrich snarled and tried to land another blow, but his enemy hurled him through
the smoke and into a cement wall. He struck with bone-crunching velocity.“Casmir.” Huang
gripped his shoulder. “There’s another one on the mag-rails outside, throwing people around as
if they weigh nothing. What are they?”Casmir swallowed. “Crushers.”“The robots you helped
develop?”“Yes.”Huang ran back to the window. “Shit, that one’s coming this way. Casmir, get out
of here. If they really are after you…”“I know,” he croaked numbly.On the display, the crusher
stalked toward Sir Friedrich, who was stirring, but not quickly. Casmir made himself tear his gaze
away. For whatever reason, that man out there was buying him time.He rushed around the lab in
a panic, grabbing the bird robot and a bunch of tools and materials, anything that seemed like it
might be useful. He stuffed them into his satchel with his lunchbox and a half-full bottle of fizzop,
then laughed shortly. Almost hysterically. Was this what he was going to flee the planet with? He
had to go home first. This was ludicrous.“I’ll tell them you went out of town if they come up here,”
Huang said. “Do they talk?”“Yes, they can talk and interrogate you like a professional soldier.
Professor, you need to get out of here too. Don’t put yourself in danger. Don’t talk to them.
Nobody should talk to them. Try to evacuate the building.” Casmir paused, looking at his desk
and the work benches and his satchel. He was throwing things in without rational thought. He’d
just stuffed the stapler in his bag.“Casmir…”“Just do it, Huang.” Casmir flung his bag over his
shoulder. “And be careful.”He raced for the door, half-expecting to find a crusher looming in the
hallway outside.But the hallway was empty. The knight had come in time. Maybe. Crushers could
outrun an auto-cab. If they spotted him…“You be careful,” Huang called after him.Casmir waved
a curt acknowledgment as he ran down the hallway, already contemplating where to go to get a
ride off the planet. Zamek Space Station? Would it be safe? Or would those crushers or whoever
had programmed them be waiting there? Was there another place with ships that took
passengers off the planet? He had no idea. He’d only been outside of the city twice—for
camping trips as a boy. He got seasick and cabsick, so he’d always been certain space would be
a miserable experience best left for those with iron constitutions.He ran down the emergency
stairs, accessing the net through his chip and searching for transportation options. But he halted



and swore as a realization smacked him in the face like a sledgehammer.Kim. She would be
headed home from work soon if she wasn’t already. If the crushers knew to look for him at his
workplace, they would know his home address.What if they were already there?2Bonita “Laser”
Lopez flexed her leg under the control panel in her freighter’s small navigation cabin and tried to
ignore the ache in her knee. She didn’t have to walk to turn over the cargo and collect her pesos,
just have her new assistant open the hatch and let Baum’s loyalists come in and get it. Except
they would pay in Kingdom crowns, she reminded herself. She would have to exchange them
before leaving the system.Having money in need of exchange would be a good problem. One
she hadn’t experienced in far too long.Her other knee twinged.“I’m afraid I have a lot of debt to
pay off before considering surgeries,” Bonita muttered to her collection of aching joints, reluctant
to admit that the decades of acrobatic chases and joint-wrenching skirmishes to collect bounties
were catching up with her. It was work she wished she was still doing. More honorable work than
this.She drummed her fingers, frowning impatiently at the large display stretching across the
front of the cabin. Currently, it showed the view from the Stellar Dragon’s forward camera, an
abandoned beach two hundred miles north of Odin’s capital, moonlight shining on the waves
crashing onto the sand. Farther inland, a few distant lights indicated cabins, but it was early
spring and cold out. Campers strolling along the beach in the moonlight weren’t likely. It was an
ideal place for an exchange. If only Baum would show up.The hatch opened behind her, and a
soft whir, whir, suck sound came from the deck. Without looking, Bonita lifted her boots and
propped them on the control panel. One of the ship’s many, many cleaning robots whirred
around her pod, vacuuming up nonexistent dirt and lint as she leaned back into the cushioned
full-body seat.The Ring of the Nibelung floated in from the corridor speakers. Bonita groaned
and covered her ears as the robot swished and swept to the rise and fall of the music. She was
positive that Viggo had no idea what the words meant in the two-thousand-year-old Earth opera.
Unfortunately, that didn’t keep him from playing it over and over and over.“This isn’t the time for
housekeeping, Viggo,” she said.“Oh, I disagree,” came the voice of the ship’s computer. “While
we’re here on Odin, we must take advantage of the planet’s gravity. The dust settles. My filtration
systems are without peer, as you know, but the fans can only do so much when it comes to
directing the larger particles toward the ionizer. Thank you for finally replacing the filters, by the
way.”“It was the least I could do when they showed up at the cargo hatch, with a fresh charge to
my bank account, a bank account that can barely afford food these days, much less air
filters.”“You’ll thank me later. I bet you already feel better in the mornings. I was growing
concerned for your health. And Qin’s, though she’s admittedly sturdy in the constitution
department. But if I were still flesh and blood, I’m sure I would have been coughing my way
through the nights. There were mold spores on the B Deck filter. Mold spores, Captain
Bonita.”She almost snapped at him to call her Laser, since no self-respecting bounty hunter was
named Bonita, even a semi-retired one, but she’d been trying to get him to do that for almost ten
years, and it hadn’t stuck yet.“Were you really a smuggler, Viggo?” she asked for what had to be
the thousandth time.“Certainly. I was an excellent smuggler.”A throat cleared in the hatchway,



and Qin Liangyu walked in, giving Bonita a curious look, as if it was odd to have a conversation
with the ship’s computer.Qin had only been Bonita’s co-pilot for a couple of months and didn’t
seem to fully grasp yet that Viggo had been a human being once, before some of his enemies
had caught up with him, and his doctor friend had fulfilled the then-captain’s last wishes, to
upload his consciousness into the Stellar Dragon’s computer.At least that was the story Viggo
had told her. It had all happened nearly a hundred years ago, and she was the fourth owner of
the ship since then, so she didn’t have a way to verify it.“I have unsecured the cargo and stacked
it by the hatch. Any sign of the buyers yet, Captain?” Qin clasped her hands behind her back as
she faced Bonita, her skin bronze under a light layer of fur, her black hair pulled back into a
clasp, revealing pointed ears. When she smiled, fangs were visible, but she didn’t smile often,
not as often as a nineteen-year-old kid should.“Still waiting.” Bonita waved to the empty beach,
then to the second pod in navigation.Qin considered it but didn’t sit down. She was armed, with
the muzzle of a huge DEW-Tek Starhawk 5000 sticking up over her shoulder, a stunner and
dagger hanging from her belt.“Perhaps I should wait outside?” Qin asked. “Is it possible their
ship already arrived and cooled down sufficiently so we’re unable to read the heat
signature?”“My scanners are too advanced to be fooled by that,” Viggo said with a sniff. “There
are no ships or humans in the immediate vicinity. There are naknaks and numerous field mice in
the grasses above the beach, an owl in a tree, and a pod of whales being trailed by two
orchastas swimming parallel to the shore approximately one mile away.”“Odin got Noah’s full ark,
didn’t it?” Bonita asked.“Some of those creatures are native to Odin, but yes, the planet was a
near-match to Earth and therefore able to sustain most of the reptiles, animals, and endothermic
vertebrates that were brought on the colony ships.”“The endothermic what? Did you talk like that
when you were human?”“Naturally.”“Did you get beat up often?”“I fail to see how that’s relevant
now.”The cleaning robot zoomed out on its sweepers. Leaving in a huff? Fortunately, the music
grew quieter with the vacuum’s departure.Qin listened to the exchange impassively. Her
genetically modified face would have been hard to read under any circumstances, but she had a
knack for keeping it in a neutral expression, her yellow cat’s eyes with their slitted irises changing
little. A survival mechanism, probably.“I detect an aircraft approaching,” Viggo said.“Finally.”
Bonita faced the display again.“It appears to be a hawk-class hover shuttle with the markings
scrubbed off.”“Not surprising. It’s not like the castle would openly send knights out to pick up
weapons that aren’t legal yet in the Kingdom.”“Too bad,” Qin said in a wistful tone. “I would like to
see a knight.”“I’m afraid a knight wouldn’t want to see you. They don’t even let their apples get
modified on Odin.”“I know. It’s just that they always sound so romantic in the stories.”Bonita
blinked, surprised to learn that her fierce new assistant had a romantic side or read anything but
Guns and Grenades Monthly.“When I was young and enduring all my training and… other
things, I used to dream that one would come save me,” Qin added softly.“You don’t need saving,
kid. You saved yourself in the end, right?” Bonita thumped her on the shoulder. She didn’t know
much about Qin’s history, since she’d been evasive about her past, but gathered that one of the
pirate families had ordered her created and raised her to be a killer for them.“I did escape on my



own, but…”“You don’t need romance, either. Trust me. I’ve been married three times, and the last
bastard—that hijo de perra…” Bonita grimaced, thinking again of her deficient bank account and
the fact that this ship was all she had left, a ship with the registration taxes overdue back in
Cabrakan Habitat. “Men are decent company now and then, but don’t enter into a contract with
any of them. You just end up screwed. Every time.”“I am now detecting heat signatures in the
grass a mile up the beach,” Viggo said, not commenting on her rant. It was one he’d heard
countless times.“That’s not the direction Baum’s shuttle is coming from, right?” Bonita asked.“It
is not.”“Maybe someone set out mouse traps for the naknaks.” Bonita went back to drumming
her fingers on the control panel, not liking that her deserted beach had grown busy.“It is likely
they are robots or some other type of machinery,” Viggo said. “I believe they are ambulatory.”“Are
they ambulating right now?”“They are.”“Heading this way?”“Yes.”Bonita rubbed her knee.
“Wonderful.”She had expected this handoff to be easy. Baum’s loyalists were supposed to be on
the same side as the Kingdom, even if they had vigilante tendencies and used less than legal
methods of fighting their battles. Would the Kingdom Guard or the knights truly care about them
acquiring new weapons?Lights appeared as Baum’s shuttle flew over them, its thrusters hurling
sand against the Dragon’s hull. After it passed them, it rotated and lowered itself to the beach.
Bonita wondered if its pilot had detected the heat signatures.“We’ll let Baum’s men come to us.
Qin, head back to the hold and prepare to let them in if I give the all-clear. Don’t let them know
it’s just the two of us.” Bonita wiped her palm on the leg of her galaxy suit, caught herself, and
stopped. She didn’t want Qin to see her nerves. She was the hardened professional, after all, a
woman just shy of seventy years who’d been dealing with all types of unsavory people for more
than fifty.Normally, she wouldn’t feel uneasy about this setup, but having a modded assistant on
a planet that forbade genetic tinkering already had her on edge—she’d casually lied about being
alone to the customs android that had chatted her up. And Viggo’s ambulatory heat signatures
weren’t helping her nerves. The quicker she handed off the cargo and got paid, the better.“Yes,
Captain.” Qin hopped through the hatchway and glided toward the ladder well, as graceful as the
cat from which someone had sourced her genes.Outside, the hatch on the side of Baum’s
shuttle opened, and a squad of six men in combat armor filed out, rifles slung over their
shoulders, hands on pistols at their belts. They looked around warily before heading toward the
Dragon.“Are you planning to deal fairly or not, Mr. Baum?” Bonita wondered to herself, watching
the men advance.It was a large team, but that didn’t necessarily mean Baum intended to use
force. The cargo case that Bonita had pushed around by herself up in space weighed hundreds
of pounds here in Odin’s heavy gravity.The comm light flashed.“Captain Laser,” Baum said,
saying the name with the same sarcasm he’d used during their first contact.Bonita gritted her
teeth, reminding herself that she hadn’t spent much time in this system. The Kingdom people
didn’t know her reputation well, the fact that she could shave a man’s balls with a laser or any
other projectile weapon known to man.“What?” she replied.“My sergeant has the payment. Once
he inspects the goods, he’ll give it to your people, and my crew will unload the cargo.”“Agreed,
but you know there’s a lock code on the box, right? Does your sergeant know it?”“We know it.



We ordered the weapons, after all.”“That’s good, because I paid to pick them up, and Sayona
Station wouldn’t give it to me.”“You paid a balance due, a small percentage of the total, and will
be compensated shortly. Baum, out.”“Ass,” Bonita muttered, not caring that the channel was still
open.She closed it and switched to the ship’s internal comm. “Qin, put your helmet on when you
open the hatch, and don’t show off your uniqueness. Baum doesn’t have the Kingdom accent I
expected, but if his people are from here, they’re not going to like you.”“Few do,” came the quiet,
sad reply.Bonita winced, wishing she’d chosen her words better. It had been a long time since
she’d had to be circumspect with anyone.“The heat signatures are close, Captain,” Viggo
said.Bonita reached for the comm, intending to warn Baum in case his scanners weren’t as
good, but red flares of light burst out of the grass. An alarm went off as one of the attacks struck
the Dragon’s hull. The deck lurched, and rattles came from all around her.Bonita cursed. Her
freighter was better armored than most private vessels, but whatever that was had been big.The
red energy bolts slammed into the shuttle, and pieces of the hull blew off. The team of armored
men fired into the grasses as they turned and ran back to their ship.“No!” Bonita blurted, alarmed
that the deal might not go through.Tanks rolled out of the grass, and attack drones zipped out of
the dark sky, raining down crimson energy bolts. Two of Baum’s men were struck and flew
sideways into the sand. The others grabbed them, dragging them toward their hatch. The hover
shuttle fired its thrusters, preparing to depart.Another blast struck the Dragon.Bonita raised the
ship’s shields, but they were designed to deflect space trash in flight, not directed-energy
weapons.“Bonita,” Viggo said. “We must abort. Those are—”“I know, I know,” she snarled,
flinging herself back into the pod and pulling the neural navigator over her eye. The cool kiss of
the interface pressed against her temple where her chip was embedded under the skin.As she
ordered the thrusters to fire, more energy blasts struck the hull. Her ship lurched wildly, and her
pod tightened protectively, cushioning her like glass in a shipping container.“You betrayed us,”
came Baum’s angry cry over the comm channel.“It wasn’t me!” Bonita barked. “If you didn’t want
to pay for the weapons, you should have just said so.”“That’s the most idiotic thing I’ve—”Baum’s
shuttle exploded, and the channel went dead.“Find a pod,” Bonita yelled over her shoulder to
Qin, not bothering to use the comm system. “If those drones follow us, we’re going to be
scragged.”The Dragon cleared the beach and accelerated over the Arashi Sea, Bonita
zigzagging to make a hard target. But not hard enough. A round from one of the tanks struck
them, the solid projectile tearing through the ship’s hull. An alarm flashed on the engine panel.
The round was lodged in the housing for the fusion drive. She prayed it wasn’t an explosive that
would detonate.“Fusion drive compromised,” Viggo said.“I know that too.” Bonita tried to dash
sweat from her eyes, but the pod held her tight as the craft whipped about, swooping and
banking and accelerating unpredictably, the framework of the old freighter creaking and
groaning under the g-forces. “This night is getting to be more and more delightful.”They didn’t
need to fire up the fusion drive until they were in space, but there was no way they would get to
the gate at the outer edge of the system without it.The drones did not follow her out over the sea.
That was one good thing, but if that robotic menagerie down there had been sent by the local law



—or even the damn Kingdom knights—the Dragon’s presence might already have been
reported. And she couldn’t break orbit on this backward gravity well without using the very public
and very monitored launch loop.“Captain?” Qin asked from the hatchway, gripping the jamb with
strong hands and bracing herself against the erratic accelerations of the ship. “Are you all
right?”“Yes.”“Are we all right?” Qin’s gaze shifted toward the flashing engine alarm.After
confirming that the drones had fallen out of range, Bonita steadied the ship and freed her arm
from the pod’s embrace so she could wipe sweat out of her eyes. “I don’t know. We have to find a
place that will help us with repairs and that isn’t going to report us to the law.”“Do you know
where that is?”“Not yet,” Bonita said grimly.3The honking, blaring, grinding, and whirring of rush
hour in the city battered the university campus from all sides as dusk descended, but faculty
housing was in a quieter interior nook. Stout oaks and prickly ciern trees lined the streets,
spreading acorn-filled branches and thorny vines over the walkways. A few squirrels skittered
from tree to tree, making final rounds before bedding down for the night.Usually, Casmir found
his neighborhood peaceful, but not tonight. He jumped at every student or professor riding past
on a bicycle, scooter, or driftboard, and he peered into the shadows between every cottage,
expecting a crusher to leap out at any second.What was he doing coming home? This was the
most obvious place for them to look.But Kim hadn’t answered any of the fifty messages he’d left.
She had a chip—she wasn’t one of those glasses-wearing holdouts who refused that technology
—but she didn’t like distractions, so she spent more time with the network receiver switched off
than on.His insides twisted and writhed as he imagined her dead inside the house, a casual flick
of a wrist from a crusher the cause. How many had already died because someone had sent
those two after him? He’d had the news updating, text, photos, and videos scrolling through his
contact display, and the campus explosion and attack were all over it.“Casmir?” came a call from
behind him.Even though he recognized the voice, he jumped, half flinging himself behind a tree
before his brain caught up to his hyper-stimulated reflexes.“Just like a Kingdom knight,” he
muttered, rolling his eyes at himself.Kim peered around the tree, one of her braids of dark hair
swinging over her shoulder. She carried her work bag in one hand and, slung over her shoulder,
her exercise bag with two wooden practice swords strapped to it. That was where she’d been.
The dojo. He’d forgotten it was her kendo night.“Are you all right?” Kim asked. “I just checked my
messages and was about to reply when I saw you walking up ahead. Where’s your scooter?”“My
scooter is the least of my problems,” Casmir said, though he grimaced, remembering the empty
parking space with nothing but debris left in it. “Someone’s sicced two crushers on me.”“I saw.
Repeatedly.” She raised her eyebrows slightly.“Your eyebrows are judging me.”“Are
they?”“Yeah.”“It’s a good thing my other body parts are neutral on the matter, or we couldn’t be
friends.”Casmir shook his head, though he almost laughed, mostly because he could count on
Kim to stay calm. He knew she wasn’t indifferent; she just didn’t react much outwardly unless
someone managed to fray her nerves, at which point, she snapped.“I’m a little concerned,” he
said, also striving for under-reacting—or at least not hyperventilating.“I would be too. From
everything you’ve told me about them…” Kim looked down the street, their two-story rental



cottage visible through the trees at the end of the cul-de-sac. “Was it wise to come home?”“No.
That’s why I told you not to. We have to assume they’ll check there, if they haven’t already. The
crushers are smart. And whoever sent them—well, I don’t know yet if they’re smart. I have no
idea who they are. Or why they’re picking on me.”A wheeled auto-wagon whirred past them,
heading straight for the house.“That’s the grocery delivery,” Kim said. “We should—”“Leave it. I
have to get off-world—out of the system, I’m told. And you… Feh, I don’t know, but you can’t go
back there, not now. They’ll question you about me, and depending on what megalomaniacal
asshole programmed them, they could hurt you. A lot.”Someone else wearing wooden swords
who’d been training with her father and numerous skilled athletes since childhood might have
said something cocky about taking care of herself. But Kim gazed thoughtfully at the delivery
wagon whirring up the street, then nodded.“I can stay at my mother’s place for a couple of
days.”“Is she in town?”“No.” Kim smiled faintly. “That’s why I can stay.”“Ah.” Casmir considered
whether she would be safe there, or if the crushers could be expected to search down the
friends and family of everyone who knew him. The fact that Kim’s mother was technically dead
might throw them off, but every year there were more people who, when facing health problems
that modern medicine couldn’t solve, uploaded their memories and consciousness into android
bodies with computer brains. For all he knew, Mrs. Kelsey-Sato still had to pay her taxes.
Presumably, she had to pay the rent and utilities for the apartment her belongings occupied on
her long stints hunting for interesting ruins in the Twelve Systems.The delivery wagon left its
insulated grocery box on the front stoop, and Casmir eyed it wistfully, thinking how much a bottle
of celebratory wine—or alcohol of any kind—would take the edge off. But he needed all of his
edges right now.As the wagon whirred away, the front door opened. The dark body of a crusher
peered down at the package.Casmir cursed, grabbed Kim, and pulled her around the oak tree,
praying the trunk was stout enough to hide them.“They’re creepy looking,” Kim whispered,
hunkering beside him.“Yeah.” Casmir gripped the rough bark of the tree, afraid to peek his head
out to look but afraid not to. What if it was already sprinting toward them?He peered around the
trunk, and his breath caught. It stood on the stoop, looking around the neighborhood. Its
featureless black head paused, pointing straight at him.“We have to go.” Casmir spun, looking for
someone in a car that they could jump in. Even a car might not be fast enough.“It’s coming,” Kim
said as he spotted a teenager on an air bike.“Follow me.” Casmir sprinted straight at the kid,
waving his arms wildly. “We need your bike.”“What? No way, Prof. This is a—”Kim sprang past
him and grabbed the teenager. The kid grunted and tried to fight, but she blocked the wild flails
and dragged him off the bike.“Sorry—it’s an emergency.” Casmir snatched the hovering vehicle
before it could shoot off down the street without its rider.“Run!” Kim ordered the kid, flinging a
hand in the direction of the nearest house.The crusher was halfway to them and picking up
speed. Casmir leaped onto the seat as Kim smashed herself on behind him, her work bag
clunking him in the ribs.He gripped the handlebars, relieved the bike was similar to his scooter,
and started to turn them around, but the crusher was scant meters away. There wasn’t
time.“Hang on!” Casmir twisted the handlebars, and the bike hurtled toward a path between two



houses.Kim clamped onto him. Casmir swung the bike wide to avoid hitting trash bins and a dog
kennel—much to the alarm of the dog, who barked uproariously at them. A lilac bush batted him
in the face as they flew past far too fast.Kim’s grip tightened around his waist, either because
she was afraid she’d fall off, or she believed his torso deserved punishment for his crazy flying.It
would only get crazier. He almost tipped them on their side as he swung into the next street and
raced up it at top speed.“It’s following us,” Kim reported, little emotion in her voice, even though
she shouted to be heard over the roar of the engine and the whistling of the wind.“I have no
doubt.” Casmir reached max speed on the bike and grimaced at the display. It wouldn’t be
enough.Staff and students walking home shouted from the sides of the streets. Casmir veered
around an auto-cab driving in their direction. The computer driver didn’t honk, but the passenger
leaned out the back window and flung a curse. Casmir whipped around a corner, only because
he knew the street they were on ended up ahead, not because he had any idea where to go.“It’s
gaining on us,” Kim reported. “What’s its max speed?”“More than ours.” Casmir could see the
dark figure in the mirror, arms and legs pumping like those of a human runner, but with speed
that no man, augmented or not, could ever achieve.The wind tore at his face, threatening to rip
out his contacts, and he squinted. He needed those contacts to see, not simply to display the
news.“I don’t suppose you have any grenade launchers in your gym bag,” he called over his
shoulder.“I have sweaty socks and a towel.”“Those might kill a human but not a
crusher.”“Hilarious. Casmir, we need a plan.”Another auto-cab appeared ahead, this one
crossing an intersection. Casmir cursed and jerked the handlebars to steer around it. His hair
whipped into his eyes, making him wish he hadn’t put off getting it cut. He dared not swipe it
away. His shaking hands would never get a grip again. He’d never driven anything this fast and
was amazed his poor depth perception and lackluster coordination hadn’t caused a crash.
Yet.“I’m open to suggestions.” Casmir was so focused on not crashing or running over anyone
that he could barely process anything else. His work satchel was still slung across his body, but
the tools inside were for fine motor work. There was nothing that could blow up a nearly
impervious robot.Behind them, the crusher closed the distance. It sprang at them, and he
whipped the bike between two houses again. That bought them a couple of seconds as the
crusher sailed past, not able to change directions until it landed. But it would catch up again
quickly.The next street over was a major artery with auto-trucks and cabs filling six busy lanes.
They had come to the edge of the campus.Casmir roared into the traffic without pausing. He was
going twice the speed limit, and he weaved in and out of the larger vehicles, heading toward the
heart of the city. Just where he wanted to bring a deadly killing machine.Kim shifted behind him,
keeping her vise-like grip with one arm and tugging one of her bags open with the other. Casmir
couldn’t believe she still had all her belongings.“Going to try the socks?” he glanced back, not
seeing the crusher in the mirrors.For a second, he believed they had lost it, but no, it was
weaving between the lanes of traffic, the same as he was. And once again, it was gaining on
them.“I have a lighter and aerosol deodorant,” Kim said.Casmir smiled. “A nice idea, but an
explosion that small won’t do anything to stop it.”“We’ll see.”Casmir allowed himself a flicker of



hope as he sped between two towering refrigerated trucks. There wasn’t much room between
them, and he drove as straight as possible.Horns blared and a siren wailed behind them. Lights
flashed in his mirror. Two Kingdom Guard cars sped onto the road, also weaving through traffic.
Gunshots fired.“This is fercockt!” Casmir blurted.Why were the Guard officers shooting?
Speeders weren’t shot.“They’re shooting at the crusher,” Kim yelled.Of course. The officers
would have seen the footage from campus by now.“Maybe they have grenade launchers,”
Casmir said.“They hit it with bullets.” She looked back. “It didn’t do anything. Would DEW-Tek
weapons be effective?”Casmir shook his head. “Even if they melted the liquid metal alloy, the
crusher would simply rearrange the damaged molecules until it could repair them. Honestly,
even grenades wouldn’t destroy it, only buy us time while it fixed itself.”By all the gods in the
Twelve Systems, why had he helped invent such a thing? Was he now going to die because he’d
foolishly been honored to work for the king?“Faster, Casmir,” Kim urged, plastering herself
against his back.The crusher was so close, they could hear its pounding footsteps on the
pavement over the roar of traffic.Casmir swerved to drive in the middle of two lanes. More
gunshots rang out, the Guard cars swerving and accelerating to keep up. A bullet glanced off the
crusher’s shoulder and whizzed past close enough that Casmir heard it.He shook his head, too
terrified to feel anything but numbness. Or maybe that was shock. This couldn’t possibly end
well.Hoping vainly that he might throw the crusher off their path, he sped between a towering
refrigerated truck and a hulking vehicle carrying tanks of something.“Hydrogen,” he blurted,
spotting an H on the side of one of the tanks. “If we could breach—”A bullet slammed into the
tank ahead of them, and clear liquid hydrogen shot out. Kim shifted behind him.Casmir wanted
to slow down, to give her time to do something with that lighter, but the crusher appeared in his
mirror, running behind the two trucks. Its arms and legs pumped so fast they blurred.“Go, go!”
Kim shouted as they drew even with the liquid spurting out.As they passed it and sped out from
between the two trucks, she shifted, and her elbow whacked him on the shoulder as she threw
something.“Was that—”An explosion roared, drowning out his words and everything around
them. A shockwave hammered their backs, and the air bike wobbled riotously as fire lit the
darkening night.Casmir fought to stay upright, fought to steady it, to keep going. In the mirror, he
saw orange flames scorching the night sky. Secondary explosions roared on the back of the first
as the other tanks on the truck blew. The refrigerated truck was thrown onto its side, squealing
thunderously as it skidded across the pavement, blocking the lanes. Blocking everything.Casmir
licked his lips, watching the road ahead but also watching the mirror, afraid the crusher would
survive that, afraid it would keep running, keep chasing them forever. Or until it caught him.But
flames roared, spewing smoke into the sky, and the wrecked trucks filled the highway. The
gunfire had stopped. Did that mean the Guard officers couldn’t see their target anymore?
Helicopters and Kingdom shuttles appeared in the sky, flying toward the wrecks.Behind Casmir,
Kim carefully tucked her lighter—more of a heating element, but clearly enough to produce flame
—back into her work bag.Casmir stayed on the highway for another ten miles so he could
continue to fly at top speed and put distance between them and the crusher. It was possible that



explosion had been enough to irreparably destroy it, especially if it had been right beside the
tanks when they blew, but he wouldn’t count on it. The nanites integrated into the liquid metal
molecules meant every part of it was smart enough to start the repair process, to collect fresh
materials to integrate if necessary. And, unless the knight had somehow managed to destroy the
one in the parking garage, there was at least one more crusher out there.It grew harder to
control the bike. Casmir feared some mechanical failure was imminent, but the problem was his
shaking hands. His entire body was shaking. Gottenyu, what if he had a seizure? He’d taken his
medication that morning, but even the potent rivogabine wasn’t always enough to keep his brain
in equilibrium during stressful situations.He took the next exit, terrified of what would happen to
Kim if he had a seizure while he was flying, and found a park. He pulled into the vehicle lot,
stopped the bike, and almost collapsed as he slid off. His stomach churned with the promise of
vomit, and he stumbled toward the bushes. Maybe he would have a seizure and throw up at the
same time. Wouldn’t that be fun for Kim to witness?Leaving the lights of the parking lot, he
slumped against a tree. His legs gave out, and he let them, sinking to the ground, cool damp
grass pricking at his palms.Kim walked over, carrying both of her bags, and sat down next to
him. She must have realized that he needed a minute, or maybe she needed a minute too,
because she didn’t speak right away. In the bushes, crickets chirped and czerwony bugs
buzzed, the noises just audible over the roar of the highway a few blocks away. Casmir
wondered if the wrecks had already been cleared.“That ugly robot better not have bothered
anything inside the house. Like my books. My real loved-and-touched physical books.” For the
first time, Kim’s voice held emotion. Anguish. “Some of them are hundreds of years old.”“Ugly?”
Casmir’s voice came out far more normal than he felt it should. He wasn’t shaking quite as much
now. It seemed safer to talk about the robots, because he would feel like a complete ass if Kim’s
book collection had been destroyed. Or any of her belongings. He had no idea why this was
happening, but he knew it was because of him. “I always thought the crushers were kind of
elegant.”“Your bird is a lot better looking.”Reminded that he had it in his satchel, Casmir rushed
to unlatch it and check on the contents. What if it had been smashed to bits in all that chaos? Ah,
no. He found the robot bird intact and held it up to the parking lot lights to look for damage.“It’s
certainly a more amiable creation.” Casmir gently returned it to its home. “Thank you for your
quick thinking back there.”“Welcome.” Kim always accepted praise with a grudging mumble, as if
it hurt to receive it, and she would rather shrug it off. “Thank you for not crashing. I was a little
concerned when I remembered your eyes.”Casmir’s left eye blinked. He sighed and rubbed it.
“My vision doesn’t affect my driving.”“I’ve seen the squash ball dangling on a string in the alley to
keep you from hitting the trash bin with your scooter.”He snorted. “It slightly affects my depth
perception. My optometrist has advised me not to take up racket sports.” Not comfortable talking
about his physical deficiencies, even with an old friend, he waved to Kim’s belongings and
asked, “Why do you keep a lighter in your gym bag?”“It was in my work bag.”“Ah.” Casmir
scratched his chin. “Why do you keep a lighter in your work bag?”“For warming the agar plates,”
she stated as if it was the most obvious thing in the system.For a bacteriologist, maybe it



was.“Anything else of interest in there?” He poked her bag. “In case we need to come up with
further brilliance?”“I have several virus samples in a cold box that a colleague asked me to drop
off at Mokku Park Lab tomorrow. Hisayo in immunology is working on some vaccines.”“Those
won’t be useful on the crushers, I fear. But I’m making a special note to keep my fingers out of
your bag.”“Always wise. Women don’t like men poking through their personal items.”“Like lipstick,
nail files, and virus specimens?”“Precisely.” Kim gazed toward the parking lot. “How long is it
going to be safe to stay here?”“Probably not long.” Casmir sighed. “Someone came to see me at
work today. A knight from the castle. He said my mother, not my adoptive mother, sent him to
warn me to leave the planet. To leave the entire system, he said. He wouldn’t tell me who was
after me.”“You couldn’t wheedle the information out of him? You’re good at wheedling.”“Thanks. I
think. But two crushers showed up, and there wasn’t time for that. I don’t even know if he’s still
alive.” Casmir’s stomach churned anew at the idea that the knight might have given his life to buy
him time to get away. Why would someone do that? He wasn’t an important person, nobody who
warranted a bodyguard. Outside of the university and the robotics circle, he was unknown.
“Friedrich,” he added. “That was his name. Sir Friedrich.”It seemed important never to forget that.
Just in case.“Are you going to leave?” Kim asked. “You’ve never been off-world, have you?”“I’ve
never even been off the continent. The one time I took the ferry over to Blume Island, I threw up.”
Casmir patted his delicate stomach.“I told you I could give you some bacteria for that.”“And I told
you you’re nuts.” Maybe because he’d always hated hospitals and feared doctors, Casmir
shuddered at the idea of being one of Kim’s science experiments.“A wholly inappropriate
response. Early in my career, I made a very simple strain that eats excess histamine in the body,
which has been linked with motion sickness. Many antihistamine drugs reduce motion sickness,
but my bacteria are a far superior option, and they’ve been in use in the bodies of more than five
thousand test subjects for years now with no negative side effects. I’m positive you would see
good results, and it would help with your allergies too. Given your numerous medical conditions,
it’s likely that you have impaired methylation and don’t effectively clear histamines from your
body.”“Another thing I’m not good at? No wonder I haven’t had a date in over a year.”Kim
punched him in the shoulder.It was the correct response. Enough whining.“Let’s talk about it
later.” Casmir pushed himself to his feet, glad his legs supported him. “As much as I’m tempted
to stay here in the city and try to get to the bottom of this, I’m terrified of those crushers taking
out more people on the way to get to me, and I’m very confident in their ability to hunt me down.
I’ve already commed my parents and sent messages to my colleagues and friends, anyone
close enough that the crushers might think to question them about me. I’ve warned them to lie
low, or get out of town for a few days, but I think it’s going to be safest for all if I do as the knight
said and leave Odin for a while.”Casmir had no idea where he would go, but if the crushers
figured out he was gone—and he assumed they would—they shouldn’t have a reason to hurt
anyone else here.“I need to make a quick pharmacy stop—” he didn’t mention his seizure
medication, even though Kim knew about it, “—and then we need to figure out how to get
passage off-world without leaving an obvious trail.”“We?” Kim lurched to her feet. “I have to be at



work tomorrow. I plated my new experimental strains and put them on warmers to start the
colonization process. They’ll be ready for me at nine in the morning.”Casmir hesitated. This
wasn’t her battle, but he feared that, as his friend and roommate for the last seven years, she
would be in danger. More danger than she’d already been in.Sirens wailed in the distance.
Casmir imagined that crusher stepping out of the flames and walking down the highway looking
for them.“Call in sick, Kim. Please. Hopefully, I can get this sorted out quickly from… somewhere
that’s not here. A spaceship on its way out of orbit.”“A spaceship? Why would you go into space
to hide? I don’t know if you’ve noticed, but there’s nothing to hide behind out there.”“There are
stations, habitats, the colonized moons… I just have to get somewhere else, ideally somewhere
without as many tracking and security cameras as Odin.” Casmir glanced toward the parking lot,
certain a traffic camera somewhere was monitoring it. If whoever was chasing him had access to
the Kingdom Guard security system… “I don’t think we’ll have to leave the system.”“The system?
It takes weeks just to get to the gate. My bacteria will break out and take over the world by
then.”“I hope that’s a joke.” Casmir knew her private research laboratory had also worked with
the military on a few projects that she’d never spoken much about.“They’ll run out of food and
die first.” A hint of sadness tinged her voice. “Look, I’ll help you find a ship and get out of here,
but I’ve got a lot of work to do. And I don’t think they have decent coffee in space.”Casmir smiled
faintly, aware of the coffee and espresso makers she used on a daily basis.“I can take some of
my work home—to my mother’s flat—and nobody will think to look for me there. I’ll be
fine.”Casmir worried about her, but he couldn’t order her to disrupt her entire life because of a
threat to him. He hoped she was right, that the crushers wouldn’t look too hard for her when she
didn’t reappear at the house.“All right. Thanks. Any thoughts on where to go to get transport off-
world where I wouldn’t have to scan my chip and be on record?”“You could probably find
transport at the Shizukesa Shipyard. It’s known to cater to pirate families and wealthy eccentrics
who object to being tracked. But the ship would have to use the launch loop, the same as
everyone else, unless it has some wicked thrusters. There aren’t many ships that can break out
of Odin’s atmosphere on their own.”“The Shizukesa Shipyard? Is that in the city? I haven’t even
heard of it.”“East side, near the docks.”“How does a bacteriologist know where the pirate families
lurk?”“You forgot about my hobby.”He looked toward her wooden swords.“My other hobby.” Kim
grinned. “The one I do for myself, not out of a sense of obligation to participate in familial
bonding with my father and half-brothers.”“Oh, the novels. Are you still publishing them?”“No, I
haven’t had time since I was in grad school and had my summers off, but my crime thriller
continues to sell. I wish my allegorical fantasy trilogy did, but what can you do? I don’t have time
to learn marketing, and it’s not like my pen name is available to go to book signings and
readings.”“You can read to me on the way to Shizukesa Shipyard, if you like.”“You fell asleep the
last time I read some of my work to you.”“It was bedtime, and I was sick,” Casmir said as they
headed toward the parking lot. “I thought I was supposed to fall asleep.”“You didn’t have to be so
emphatic about it.”“How does one fall asleep emphatically?”“With moist, throaty snoring.”“That’s
gross.”“I know. I was there.”Maybe he didn’t need to worry about her witnessing a seizure. She’d



already seen him at his worst.4Midnight approached in the Shizukesa Shipyard as Bonita
walked around the Stellar Dragon, supervising as drones and workers with welding guns went
over the hull. Nobody had asked what happened, and she was relieved.Robots and human
laborers worked on three other ships parked on the spacious landing pad next to a massive
warehouse full of manufacturing equipment. She hoped that meant she and the Dragon were
nothing special and would not be remembered. Viggo had been the one to suggest the shipyard,
having visited with a previous captain. Apparently, that didn’t qualify Bonita for a discount.“This is
your total, Captain,” the supervisor said, holding out a tablet displaying her bill in several
languages. A short brown-skinned man with a pointy white goatee, he didn’t look to weigh more
than a hundred pounds. “I must apologize, but there will be a charge for after-hours service and
a rush job.”“That’s not a problem,” Bonita said, though inside, she quailed at the amount.How
was she supposed to pay? Until she unloaded the cargo, she wouldn’t have access to that kind
of cash, and she definitely didn’t have any Kingdom crowns stashed in her cabin.“Can you
translate that to System Diomedes pesos, please?” Bonita added, buying time to think. “Or
Union dollars?”Was it possible she could pay the shipyard with some of the weapons inside the
cargo case? She didn’t have the code to open it, but maybe she could force her way in. She’d
paid for the honor to transport that cargo, after being promised she would receive quadruple her
investment when she delivered it. It had been risky to sink so much of her own money into the
venture, but she’d been certain she could sell off the weapons piecemeal if something went
awry. She just hadn’t expected to have to do it in a desperate rush. No good business was ever
done that way.“Diomedes pesos?” The supervisor blinked several times. “Captain, you know
which planet you landed on, do you not?”“Not a civilized one,” she muttered.“Odin is very
civilized. If we were not, there would not be so many habitats and planets eager to return to the
Kingdom now.”“As I’ve heard the news, those planets and habs are rather divided on the matter.”
Bonita handed the tablet back to the supervisor. “Let me scrounge inside. I’m sure I can find
some crowns. I assume you take physical currency?”“We are most pleased to accept hard
crowns or gold.” He smiled and bowed. “I must warn you that we test gold before accepting it.
Only pure coins and bars are sufficient for payment.”“No problem.”Bonita turned toward her open
hatch and almost bumped into two hulking men. They had the same face as the old supervisor
but were forty years younger and two-hundred pounds heavier.Her hand dropped automatically
to the DEW-Tek 900 holstered at her hip, but she thought better of drawing. Two more hulking
men that appeared to be from the same family stood to the side, cradling rifles in their arms as
they watched her intently.“We have applied a magnetic security lock to your thrusters, Captain,”
the supervisor said politely. “As a precautionary measure. It is not permitted to leave without
paying.”“I wasn’t planning on it.” Bonita pushed between the big men, not flinching when she
bumped against their muscled arms.Her knee gave a twinge, reminding her how much she did
not want to get into a fight with the brutes. Fortunately, they did not stop her again.Bonita cursed
under her breath as she strode toward the hatch. Damn Jake Pepper for clearing out their joint
bank account and sending digital divorce papers after he’d already disappeared. She hadn’t



been foolish enough to commingle funds during her first two marriages, but those men hadn’t
been her business partners as well as husbands. The bastard had taken the physical currency in
the ship’s vault too. She was certain Jake would have taken the ship itself if he and Viggo hadn’t
spent the five years of Bonita’s marriage sniping at each other.When she reached the ramp, she
paused. A man and a woman who didn’t look like they belonged in a cash-or-gold-only shipyard
were talking to someone at the hatch of the next freighter over. Someone with six pistols jammed
into holsters all over his body, a silver-plated metal arm, and teeth to match.The woman, who
looked like she was on the way to an athletic competition, stood back, bags gripped in both
hands, and an impassive expression on her face. Her buddy, who, with robots dancing on his
rumpled shirt, looked like he was on his way to play geeky games in someone’s basement, was
gesticulating and smiling as he spoke to the thugly man. The thugly man did not smile back. He
shook his head and waved for them to leave him alone.Normally, Bonita wouldn’t want anything
to do with strangers, especially after the night she’d had, but was it possible these two were
looking for passage somewhere? They both had bags, albeit not with as much luggage as one
would expect if they were heading off-planet.The man noticed her looking at them and smiled
and waved cheerfully. He had pale skin, a beard shadow, and shaggy brown hair that looked like
it had been cut with a bowl—three months ago. The woman, her features far more reserved, had
darker skin, a stockier build, and tidy black hair back in two braids. Oddly, a couple of sticks—
were those practice swords?—were attached to one of her bags.“A little late for sightseeing,”
Bonita said as they approached.“Yes,” the man said, the woman once again hanging back as he
came close. “Yes, it is. I’m actually in need of transportation. Would you by chance be leaving
Odin and heading… anywhere?”“Anywhere? That’s a rather nonspecific destination.”“I’m a
nonspecific kind of guy. Just looking for an off-world adventure. I’ve never been to space, you
see. But I’ve had the itch for a long time.” One of his eyes blinked a couple of times.Was that his
tell? Was he lying?He smiled at Bonita, his eyebrows rising hopefully to go with the hopeful
smile. His face wasn’t roguishly handsome, but it had a charm to it. An inoffensive you-can-trust-
me-because-I’m-far-too-goofy-to-be-plotting-shenanigans charm.“You want to know what’s in it
for you, of course,” he went on when she didn’t speak. “I’m handy with tools, machines, robots,
drones, and all manner of mechanical devices and objects. I can do wiring, programming, just
about everything.” He waved to the drones working on a breach at the top of her ship. “If you
have anything that needs tuning up or even building from parts, I might be your man.”Bonita
groaned. “Does that mean you can’t pay?”“I can pay. I have money. A job.”“Assuming your lab
wasn’t blown up,” the woman muttered.Bonita frowned—she’d barely caught that.What kind of
trouble were these two in? Or was it just him? He hadn’t asked for passage for his companion.
The last thing Bonita needed was more trouble on her ship.“I have money,” the man repeated,
“but I’m trying to avoid using my banking chip right now.” He waved his index finger, the location
most people were usually chipped, in the air. “I wouldn’t mind using it once we’re off-planet,
though if there’s any possibility of barter for physical goods, that would be excellent. Have you
ever seen a flying robot bird?”Bonita stared at him, wondering if he’d escaped from some



institution for the mentally unstable. Maybe that was why he didn’t want to be tracked down. The
wardens would show up, grab him, and throw him back into his padded cell.“The only physical
thing I would barter for would be gold.” Bonita glanced at the supervisor, not surprised to see him
still out on the floor and keeping an eye on her.“I have small amounts of gold and tungsten,” the
man said, patting his satchel. “How much do you need?”His female friend looked at him. “You
keep gold in your work bag?”“Yes, for the same reason you keep a lighter.”“So you can warm
agar plates?”“All right, almost the same reason. Gold is a highly efficient conductor of low
voltage currents, and it doesn’t rust, so it’s ideal for electronic components. Since my current
work has been interrupted, I would be willing to part with what I have.” He smiled brightly at
Bonita.“Show me the gold,” Bonita said. “And give me your names. Whatever names you’d like to
use on this journey.”His brow furrowed, but only for a moment before he caught on. “Go ahead
and call me Casmir. If I gave you a sobriquet, you would figure it out as soon as you used it and I
gave you a confused look.” He stuck out his hand. “I’m a mechanical engineer and specialize in
robotics.”She accepted the clasp. “I’m Captain Laser Lopez.”“I see you’re making much better
use of a sobriquet than I would.”“Uh huh.” Bonita released his grip and pointed at the woman.
“And you?”“I’m Kim. I’m a bacteriologist, and I’m not coming.”“A bacteria-what? Is that
contagious?”Kim didn’t react to the attempt at a joke other than to narrow her eyes slightly.
Bonita glanced at her wooden sticks and wondered if she knew how to use more deadly
weapons. She seemed like someone who might be good in a fight. Too bad he was the one who
wanted a ticket. Sobriquet. Ugh.“As for the gold.” Casmir poked into his bag. “Ah, here we go.”He
withdrew a minuscule bar in a plastic baggie and held it up.“Uh. Is that even half an ounce?”
Bonita looked at Kim’s bags, hoping she had the rest of their gold tucked away in one of them. A
half an ounce wasn’t going to cover her repair bill.“About that. I purchased it just last month. Or
rather, Zamek’s higher-education institution did. It should be worth about five hundred crowns.
Isn’t that enough to at least get me a ride to one of the moons? I know it would buy a ticket on a
commercial passenger ship.”“A commercial passenger ship full of passengers. You’re trying to
charter a private flight. That costs more.”“It doesn’t need to be private on my account.” Casmir
laid a hand on his chest. “I’m very open to sharing. Kim and I have shared the same bathroom for
years.” His hand shifted toward her. “It’s no problem at all, right?”“You leave beard-removal gel
and toothpaste all over the counter and the mirror, and at least once a month on the light fixture.
It’s disgusting if I go in before the cleaning robot comes through.”“See?” Casmir said to Bonita.
“No problem at all.”Kim gave him a flat look.“Are you two married?” Bonita asked.“No,” they said
together.“Because of the toothpaste?”“No.” Casmir looked at Kim. “That’s not the reason,
right?”“Not the only reason.” For the first time, Kim’s dark eyes glinted with humor.Casmir cleared
his throat. “Really, Captain. Sharing is no problem, especially if it will reduce the fare. Uhm,
perhaps those charming men over there would like to come.” He nodded toward the thugs with
the rifles.“They’re not invited,” Bonita said. “Look, you’re wasting my time. I need— Wait, did you
say you were an engineer?”“A mechanical engineer with a robotics specialization, yes. I teach
classes and lead a research team over at the university. We’re working on—”Bonita jerked her



hand up. “I don’t care about that. How are you with fusion reactors?”“Er, they rarely come into
play in robotics.”“I have a breach in my core containment chamber. The reactor is offline right
now, but if we can’t use the fusion drive, we’re not even making it to the moon anytime
soon.”“Repairing the chamber sounds relatively simple,” Casmir said. “I can take a look.”“If you
can fix it, and you’re prepared to part with that gold, you’ve got a deal.” Bonita thought about
asking if his tungsten was valuable, but she doubted the shipyard supervisor would take it, and
she wasn’t going to visit the local pawnbrokers.“Excellent.” Casmir planted his plastic baggie
with its gold chip in Bonita’s hand and strode up the ramp leading into the open hatch. He
paused as soon as he got to the top. “Which way is the fusion reactor?”“In engineering,” Bonita
said.“Yes, of course.” Casmir looked left and right. “And which way is that?”Bonita dropped her
face into her hand, rethinking the wisdom of letting this guy touch her equipment.“Right.” It came
out as a groan. She would have Viggo run every diagnostic and analytical piece of software he
had when Casmir was done. “You, Kim, was it? Does he have a clue what he’s doing, or is he
likely to screw up my ship?”Normally, Bonita wouldn’t ask a stranger for a reference, but after so
many years in such a dangerous business, she was good at reading people. Kim struck her as
someone who might be honest to a fault.“Engines aren’t his area of expertise, but he’s smart. If
you have a technical manual in your database, he’ll be fine.”Bonita tried not to be horrified by the
idea of someone using diagrams in a book as a guide to fix the most imperative part of her ship.
But what other options did she have? She couldn’t afford to have the shipyard repair everything.
She hoped Casmir would know if he was in over his head and be intelligent enough to tell her.
After all, he was about to fly off in the ship too.Bonita nodded to herself, encouraged by the
thought.Kim hadn’t moved. She was gazing at the hatchway at the top of the ramp. Casmir had
disappeared, and she appeared faintly confused.“You sure you don’t want to come?” Bonita
asked.“No, absolutely not. But he didn’t say goodbye, which is customary when a friend is going
off into danger. I wasn’t sure if I should depart now or wait or…” She shrugged again.“We’re not
leaving yet. You can come inside and monitor him if you want.”“Monitor? I have a medical
background. I wouldn’t have the slightest idea what he was doing.”“You could make sure he
doesn’t leave any lubricants or gels on my light fixtures.”“I haven’t succeeded at that
yet.”Gunshots rang out, and Bonita jumped.Kim whirled toward the noise, dropping her bags and
landing in a fighting crouch. Bonita backed up the ramp, yanking out her pistol but wanting
nothing to do with a fight. She hoped she had that option, that this didn’t have anything to do with
her and her illicit cargo, but she couldn’t be sure.“Get out of here,” someone yelled, firing again.
“No trespassing robots.”“Our bullets are bouncing off it!”The lighting wasn’t bright near the
periphery of the shipyard, and Bonita squinted, trying to see what the men were firing at.Kim
cursed. “Not again.”Two dark humanoid figures strode out of the night, ignoring the workers—
and the bullets ringing off their torsos. They didn’t wear clothing or have distinct facial features,
but they seemed to be looking straight at the Stellar Dragon.One of the guards, a hulking man
with arms like pylons, gave up on shooting and ran forward, using his rifle like a club. He landed
a blow with the butt that would have knocked the head off a man—and most robots.“Androids?”



Bonita paused and looked down at Kim.“Worse,” she said grimly. “I have to warn Casmir.”She
snatched up her bags and ran up the ramp, slipping past Bonita without bumping her.Bonita
almost reached out to stop her from boarding, but boarding looked like a good idea right
now.“Yo, supervisor!” Bonita yelled, spotting the small man running out of his office to take a look
at the commotion. “We need to leave now. Here’s payment for the services that were done.”She
threw the baggie, glad for the natural weight of gold. It sailed across the pavement and landed at
his feet.Unfortunately, he was gaping at the intruders and not paying attention to her. What was
his name? It had been on his invoice.“Nakajima!” she yelled, and this time he looked. “Take that
gold and check us out. Remove whatever locks you’ve got on my ship.”Bonita glanced back to
see what the intruders were doing and nearly fell off the ramp. They’d broken into a run. They
had passed two of the ships and would be at hers in seconds.She sprinted inside and slammed
her hands against the control panel to pull in the ramp and close the hatch.“Viggo,” she shouted
from the cargo hold, “fire yourself up!”“I am aware of the danger, Captain,” the computer’s voice
came calmly from the speakers. “Readying for take-off now.”“Good. Are the mag-locks off?”“Not
yet.”“Not good.” As Bonita raced across the hold toward the ladder leading up the two levels to
navigation, a thud sounded, something striking the hull. A second thud immediately
followed.Casmir and Kim ran out of engineering.“Crushers?” Casmir looked toward the closed
hatch.“Whatever they are, they’re trying to get in.” Bonita raised her voice to yell. “Qin, I need you
and the biggest weapons you can find.”“Yes, Captain,” came Qin’s muffled reply from wherever
she was.“Can we help?” Casmir called.“Yeah,” Bonita said over her shoulder. “Stay out of the
way.”Bonita left her new passengers in the hold, scrambled up the ladder, and flung herself into
her pod in navigation. The piloting interface swung over as she considered the display showing
the view in front of the ship. Smaller cameras fed in exterior views from the sides and the back.
She groaned when she saw the two dark figures—what had Casmir called them? Crushers?—
attached to the rear of the ship like ticks.She was about to comm the supervisor outside, but the
mag-locks let go without notice. Maybe he was watching and hoping she would take this trouble
far, far away from his shipyard.“Happy to.” Bonita slapped the internal comm. “Everyone, hang
on. We’re going to pull some g’s while I try to shake the sand out of our boots.”“Sand, Captain?”
Viggo asked as Bonita took them into the air, blasting away from the shipyard and up the coast.
She spun the ship like a barrel hurled down a long bumpy hill. “In one’s boots? The very idea is
making me cringe. Discomfort. Grime.”“Is it hard to cringe when you’re a virtual being existing
inside a computer’s circuits?”“No, I cringe extremely well. You’d just have to be another virtual
being existing in the circuits to see it.”Bonita didn’t answer. She stuck her tongue between her
teeth and concentrated on piloting. Her pod absorbed the force of their spin, but something
broke free and rattled around in one of the lower levels, clanging and clunking. There was always
some damn thing that didn’t get secured properly. She hoped Kim and Casmir were smart
enough to find a pod and weren’t flying all over the cargo hold.When she checked the exterior
camera displays, Bonita groaned. Not only had she not succeeded in shaking off the crushers,
but they had advanced up the dome-shaped body of the ship, ticks moving from the ass end of



the dog toward the head. And toward a hatch right behind navigation. If they had the strength to
force it open—if they were as strong as androids, they surely would—they could drop into the
ship right behind her.“Qin!” Bonita hollered. “I need you to pry some dangerous robots off the
roof. Do you have your big gun yet?”“I’m ready, Captain.” Qin sprang off the ladder and stood in
the short corridor, gripping a safety hook with one hand and wearing a Brockinger anti-tank 350
on a sling across her torso, the gun so big it bumped the bulkhead on either side. She grinned,
pulled an explosive canister out of her bandolier, and dropped her helmet over her head.“You
definitely don’t need a knight to save you,” Bonita said.“No, Captain.”“Use that closest hatch.
They’re almost there. Be careful not to damage the hull.” Bonita grimaced, wondering if that was
possible when the crushers were attached to it. “And hang on tight. I’m going to keep trying to
buck them off. I don’t want to lose you in the ocean.”“Understood,” was all Qin said, her face
turning serious.She sprinted up the ladder that led to the roof hatch. Bonita didn’t feel right
sending a kid to fight her battles, but she had to fly, and Qin was far better at hand-to-hand
combat than she.A clang sounded, and Bonita could hear the rush of wind blasting past as the
hatch opened. On one of the cameras, Qin appeared, rising halfway out and using her legs to
brace herself on the ladder and the bulkhead as she used both hands to aim the big gun.The
crushers were closer to her than Bonita had realized—those things moved fast—and the first
one rose to its feet. There was no way it should have been able to do that with the ship dipping
and gyrating. It had to have powerful integrated magnets.It lunged at Qin. For a split second, only
one of its feet was attached to the hull. As Qin fired, Bonita spun the Dragon again.Qin’s canister
slammed into the crusher’s chest and blew.“Down!” Bonita screamed, afraid the explosion would
tear off Qin’s head.But she’d dropped below the hatchway before Bonita’s warning. The
explosion combined with the ship’s spin knocked the crusher free. Its buddy turned and lifted a
hand, as if to grab it, but Qin popped back out of the hatchway, distracting it.Bonita nodded with
relief as the first crusher tumbled through the air, falling a thousand feet and landing in the
ocean. She hoped it rusted quickly and never made it to shore.She steadied the ship so Qin
could more easily deal with the second one.Qin fired as it drew closer, but this one had learned
from its buddy’s mistakes. It flattened itself to the hull, and the canister sailed over it, exploding
uselessly behind the ship.Qin reloaded as quickly as any practiced military veteran, but it wasn’t
quickly enough. The crusher surged across the intervening space and grabbed her. Qin
released her gun and drove her palms into her foe’s chest. The blow would have sent a human
being flying backward at neck-breaking speed, but she might as well have struck a six-foot-wide
steel pylon.The crusher tried to pull her through the hatchway, but Qin hooked her feet under a
ladder rung. She cried out but managed to finish loading the Brockinger, the explosive canister
clicking into place.“Don’t shoot when you’re inside the ship!” Bonita called. “You’ll blow out half
the hull.”Before Qin could fire, the crusher knocked the weapon aside with so much force that
the strap snapped. The Brockinger clattered down the ladder to land in the corridor.Qin battered
her enemy with a barrage of palm strikes, trying to keep it from climbing through the hatchway
and getting inside. But the robotic creature did not feel pain, and it was too heavy or strong to



budge. Bonita had the feeling it didn’t care one iota about Qin and simply wanted to throw her
outside because she was in the way. It wanted to get inside and acquire its real target.Was that
Bonita? Or her new passengers? Or the cargo? Had the same people who had killed Baum sent
these things?Metal groaned as the rung Qin’s foot was hooked to threatened to give way.“Keep
us flying straight, Viggo.” Bonita lunged out of her pod and ran back to help.Qin’s foot was still
hooked, and she was fighting the crusher, keeping it from climbing in and getting a better grip on
her. But her other leg flailed free, and the rung groaned again. The crusher would pull Qin out of
the ship any second.“Not happening,” Bonita growled and snatched up the big Brockinger.She
made sure it was properly loaded and found as good a spot as possible.“Twist free and drop
down, Qin,” she ordered, finger on the trigger. “I don’t have a clear shot.”The ladder rung tore
free. Qin did a somersault in the crusher’s grip, trying to pull free, but it was too strong. It yanked
her through the hatchway and flung her outside.“No!” Bonita cried and fired.The canister struck
the crusher in the torso. It bounced off, fortunately not back into the ship. Bonita groaned again
as it exploded uselessly outside the hatchway, the ship shuddering from the shockwave, and
scrambled to load another round. Yellow flames lit the night. Surprisingly, even though it hadn’t
been a direct hit, the explosion was enough to make the crusher pause. Momentarily.Bonita fired
again.This time, the canister struck the crusher in the head and exploded. It flew backward, out
of sight of the hatchway.Bonita charged up the ladder and stuck her head out to look around, in
some vain hope that Qin hadn’t fallen off. Wind roared in her ears. Cold night air smothered the
hull, only the Dragon’s running lights brightening patches here and there. As misty sea air
battered Bonita’s face, trying to rip her ponytail off her head, she climbed out farther.“Qin?” she
yelled. “Are you… anywhere?”“Here,” came a muffled call from behind her.Qin crawled across
the hull on hands and knees toward the hatch. She was following a seam, finding purchase
where normal human fingers would never have been strong enough to do so.Bonita reached out
as soon as she was close enough, offering her hand. Qin grasped it, and they scrambled back
inside together.After the hatch was closed, the roar of the wind blocked out, Bonita slumped
against the bulkhead in relief.“Is my gun all right?” Qin looked back and forth, then spotted it
where Bonita had dropped it.“That’s what you’re worried about?”“I was only able to get away
from the pirates with three military-grade weapons. They’re quite valuable.” Qin methodically
checked the function of the Brockinger.Get away. A reminder that Qin had escaped and
someone might come looking for her one day.Qin hadn’t admitted that, instead trying to imply
that the pirates had no interest in her any longer, but several times, a word slip here and there
had suggested otherwise.“Let me know if you have any injuries that need patching up.” Bonita
patted her on the shoulder and headed back into navigation. “Someone had better fly this
freighter.”Qin, frowning at a small dent on the butt of her Brockinger, did not reply.“Really,
Bonita,” Viggo said. “I am perfectly capable of flying the ship. All you have to do is give me a
destination. Anything short of Earth, and I can get us there.”“Last I heard, nobody remembers
where Earth is.” Bonita collapsed in the pilot’s pod and did a sweep to make sure there wasn’t
anything else hostile attached to the hull.“Precisely why I would have a difficult time flying you



there.”A few minutes later, Qin stepped into navigation. She’d put her big gun away but still wore
her combat armor, her helmet folded back to reveal a contusion swelling at her temple. Her face
was flushed, and her eyes gleamed, as if she’d enjoyed herself back there. Bonita couldn’t
imagine.“Thanks for getting rid of the freeloaders.” Bonita jerked her thumb toward the hull. “No
gold, no passage, right?”“Seems reasonable, though I didn’t bring you any gold when I came
on.”“You’ve earned your keep.” Bonita hoped her new passengers would too, especially since
Kim hadn’t paid anything. And didn’t want to come. Bonita thought about offering to set her down
somewhere, but after the night she’d had, she was too paranoid to land anywhere on Odin
again.“Thank you, Captain.” Qin pressed her hands together in front of her chest and bowed.Not
for the first time, Bonita wondered what kind of crazy upbringing she’d had. She’d tried to look up
Qin when she’d taken the girl on board, but all she’d found were encyclopedia references to
some Ancient Chinese heroine back on Earth that she must have been named for.Did her pirate
family have descendants from that region? Some people knew where on Earth their ancestors
had come from. Many more did not. Much had been lost during the years after the twenty-four
colony ships had arrived in the various systems.“Our new passengers saw me,” Qin admitted
quietly.“They say anything to you?” Bonita’s hackles bristled as she prepared to protect her
assistant if needed. Qin could take care of herself physically, but mental attacks were harder to
deflect.“They just stared in surprise.” Qin lowered her voice. “Like I was a freak.”“Well, you’re
not.”One of Qin’s pointed ears rotated slightly.“The Kingdom people are the only ones who bat
an eye at modded humans. There are plenty of them roaming the rest of the systems. You’re
perfectly normal.”The way Qin smiled sadly suggested that hadn’t been her experience, but she
changed the subject instead of arguing.“Do you think those strange robots were after us?” Qin
asked. “Because of the cargo?”“I’m not sure, but Casmir knew what they were. He called them
crushers. I haven’t heard of them before, but if they’re trendy on Odin, that’s another reason
never to come back.”“I guess I won’t get to see a knight.”“Trust me, you’re better off this way. Go
tell Casmir to fix my reactor, will you? I’m ready to leave this world.”5Casmir stepped back from
the reactor shielding and considered his handiwork. All it had needed was a simple patch, and
he’d had his own soldering tools with him, so it hadn’t taken long. The true test would come
when they fired up the reactor, but he was confident it would be fine. The only problem had been
a giant bullet of some kind lodged in it. A drone could have patched it up.The bullet had been
slightly alarming, suggesting that Captain Lopez had problems of her own in addition to his.
Casmir appreciated that she’d given him a ride, but he would part ways from her as soon as
possible.All he wanted was to be left alone for a few hours on a station or moon base with
network access so he could do some research and figure out who was after him and why. And
who his mother was, and why she hadn’t told that knight to share her name as well as her
warning.Casmir hoped that leaving Odin would mean leaving his trouble behind, but he couldn’t
disappear into the starry ether of space forever. Even if he did feel safe enough to use his
banking chip elsewhere in the system, he only had a few months’ worth of savings in his
account. A few months of paying for regular stuff, like rent and food. Not tickets on spaceships



and rooms in fancy space-station hotels. Even when he’d worked for the military, he hadn’t made
piles of money.A cleaning robot whirred past on the deck, almost running over his boot as it
vacuumed the area where he’d been working. Casmir didn’t think he’d made much of a mess,
but it zipped all around.“It’s working?” Kim asked from the hatchway.Casmir jumped. He hadn’t
realized she was still in engineering with him.But where else would she be? The captain was
busy flying and hadn’t given them cabins or a tour or even directions on where to sit. And the
furry, uh, woman—Qin?—had disappeared right after the fight. The fight in which she’d almost
singlehandedly kept the crushers from coming aboard. Casmir owed her thanks the next time he
saw her. He vowed not to gape again. Belatedly, he’d realized that had been rude, but until now,
genetically modified humans had been something he’d only read about. The Kingdom news
feeds and dramas rarely showed videos of the universe outside of their carefully preserved
system, and he couldn’t ever remember seeing a six-foot-tall cat woman with a giant gun.“It
should be fine.” Casmir put his tools away, shouldered his satchel, and walked over to join
Kim.The deck vibrated under his feet. His stomach had forced him to curl into a sick ball wedged
in a corner of engineering during the wild gyrations Lopez had put the freighter through during
the fight, but since then, the ride had been smooth, with cool air filtered in through a vent
somewhere. That always helped. His airsickness was more likely to rear its head when he was
hot and claustrophobic.“I’m sorry you’re stuck here,” Casmir said.“Me too.”“Are you pissed? I’m
never quite sure with you.”“At the situation, yes, but not at you. I assume this isn’t your fault
unless you got into a fight with someone rich and powerful and dared him or her to throw your
own creations at you.”“Yes, you know what a fighter I am.” Casmir flexed his nonexistent
biceps.Kim frowned and shook her head. “You hardly ruffle anyone’s feathers. What could this be
about?”“All I know so far is what the knight told me, that the mother I didn’t know existed told me
to flee the planet.” He bit his lip. “I’m going to research assiduously as soon as…” He trailed off
when Captain Lopez appeared in the hatchway.She’d changed into a form-fitting black suit with
a bulge just below the back of her neck. A galaxy suit with a Glasnax helmet that could unfold
from that bulge. He only recognized it because people wore them in dramas about space pirates
and invasion fleets. He grimaced at the realization that they were going somewhere where such
a suit might be required.“Progress?” Lopez jerked her chin toward the reactor.“Yes. It’s
repaired.”“Already? Did you use a technical manual?”“What?”Kim snorted.“Not to solder on a
patch,” Casmir said.“Right. We’re flying down the coast to the launch loop. Let me give you a
quick tour and show you where to sit so you don’t get plastered against the bulkhead when we’re
on the mag launcher. Or after that.” Lopez waved for them to follow her.“I guess I’m not going to
get an offer to be dropped off somewhere,” Kim murmured. “Do you think there’s decent coffee
on this ship?”She looked around dubiously at the dented and scratched bulkheads.Casmir
patted her on the shoulder on his way out of engineering, regretting that she’d been brought
against her wishes, but another concern took up more prominent real estate in his
mind.“Captain? The, uh, launch loop we’re heading to—will there be an inspection
there?”“Sometimes they do a physical check, sometimes they don’t. It would be better if we were



taking off at a busy time rather than during the middle of the night, but I’m not inclined to linger
longer on this planet.” Lopez strode across the cargo hold and toward a ladder.“I only ask,”
Casmir said, hurrying to catch her, “because I’m trying not to be noticed by anyone right
now.”Anyone else, he thought, the crushers popping into mind.“You and me both, kid.” Lopez led
them up the ladder to the middle of the freighter’s three levels.“I don’t suppose there’s any
chance this ship can make it into space without using the launch loop?”“On some planets it can.
You know, nice planets with no atmosphere and a tenth the gravity of Odin.”“Ah.”They entered a
corridor, and she pushed open a couple of side hatches. “Guest quarters are here and there. You
can stow your gear in those cabinets—make sure you don’t leave anything out. Nobody needs
hairbrushes bobbing around and cracking them in the head when we’re in space. You can each
have your own cabin, but I’ll have to ask for a fee for Kim, since she wasn’t part of the original
arrangement. I’ve got plenty of rations, since I like to fly safe, but we don’t do any free rides
here.”“You could drop me off,” Kim said.“There’s not much up this way except for the launch loop
itself, and every time I land on this planet, I get jumped.” Lopez waved into the nearest cabin.
“You can strap yourself into the bunks at night, but some people sleep in the chair pods. They’re
designed to cushion you like an egg during extreme acceleration, but they’re comfortable
anytime.”Casmir rubbed a fresh bump on his head. If what they’d experienced already was an
indicator of what space would be like, he would happily spend the whole trip in one of these
pods.“There are a couple of older galaxy suits in the cabinets that you can try on for further
protection. They’re made from SmartWeave. Gives you some defense against weapons, keeps
you cool in a hundred degrees C, and keeps you warm in space. Attach one of the air tanks—”
she opened a cabinet in the corridor to reveal a rack of oxygen tanks secured so they wouldn’t
bang around, “—to the back of the suit, double-check your helmet lock, and you’re good for up
to twelve hours of poking around on the hull.”“That won’t be required, I hope.” Casmir
smiled.“You did offer to fix things. Sometimes, the broken bits are on the outside.”“Er,
right.”Casmir’s stomach gave a queasy lurch as he envisioned floating around outside a
spaceship in zero-g. He didn’t consider himself unnaturally claustrophobic, but he’d always
feared swimming because of his potential to have a seizure in the water. Having a seizure in
space could be equally detrimental to his longevity. He’d picked up a two-month supply of his
medicine before leaving Zamek, and it worked well in his day-to-day life, but he worried it
wouldn’t be up to keeping his brain functioning optimally during periods of extreme stress. Which
it looked like he was going to be having a lot more of.Lopez took a few more steps up the
corridor and pushed another hatch open, revealing what looked like a combination lounge,
mess, and kitchen, with all the furnishings bolted to the deck and made from a gray molded
material that didn’t appear comfortable. Casmir supposed pillows and cushions weren’t practical
for space travel.“A couple of pods over there by that porthole.” Lopez pointed. “You might as well
sit for now. You can watch the launch if that excites you.”She shrugged as if she couldn’t imagine
it—and maybe she couldn’t after as many times as she’d been into space. Her long hair was all
gray, her face pale despite an olive skin tone, and he would believe she didn’t spend much time



in places where the sun warmed her cheeks.“There’s some exercise equipment that folds out of
those walls.” Lopez waved to rows of cabinets in a bulkhead behind the pods. “Not a bad idea to
run and push the weight bars around if you’re going to be out in space a while. We only get g’s
when we’re accelerating and decelerating, and muscles like to get lazy if they can.”“Right.”
Casmir had always imagined that if he had to go to space for any reason, it would be on a
transport ship large enough to spin like the big habitats did, providing a reasonable amount of
artificial gravity for the passengers. He supposed if something as small as this freighter spun for
that purpose, it would have to rotate so fast that it would leave them all puking. “I know I wasn’t
particular back at the shipyard, but do you have a destination in mind?”The knight’s warning rang
in Casmir’s mind, but he couldn’t truly see himself fleeing the entire system. Surely, one of the
moon bases or habitats that orbited Odin would be beyond the reach of the crushers, at least
long enough for him to do his research and figure out what was going on. Right now, his
embedded chips were offline, so he couldn’t be traced, but he ached to check the news and
start scouring the university and public networks.Lopez hesitated before she said, “I haven’t
decided yet. I need to make a few comms. My drop-off here didn’t go as planned.” She waved
them toward the pods. “Have a seat. You’re welcome to anything in the lounge, and there’s a
lavatory at the end of the corridor, but don’t wander around the ship and poke into things.” She
leveled a warning look at them. “I like my privacy.”“Naturally.” Casmir smiled, hoping it would
make him seem agreeable and trustworthy.He was surprised Lopez hadn’t interrogated him yet
about the crushers. Was it possible she believed they had been sent because of whatever
trouble she’d stirred up? Considering her ship had been damaged on the exterior and the
interior, it seemed reasonable to believe there were also people chasing her.“Is there a coffee
maker?” Kim asked.“There are some pre-made coffee bulbs in the mess. You can throw them in
the zapbox to warm them up.”Kim gave Casmir her first scathing look of the night.“Pre-made
coffee bulbs? That you heat up in a box?” She curled a lip. “Those can’t be drinkable.”“I’m sure
they’re not as good as what you’re used to, but think of this as an adventure. Like camping out
under the stars. This will be even better. We’ll be among the stars.”“Without drinkable coffee.
Expect me to have headaches and be grumpy.”“Will that be different from now?”Her eyes
narrowed, and her fingers twitched. She’d never throttled him before, but she appeared to be
contemplating it.“My apologies.” Casmir bowed like the knights in the vids, pretending to sweep
a cloak wide. “I don’t know what I was thinking. I should have offered to build an espresso maker
into the kitchen over there.”“And acquire fresh-roasted coffee beans and a grinder for
me.”“Absolutely. I’ll add that all to my priority list. Above find-out-who-my-mother-is and just
below find-out-who’s-trying-to-kill-me.” Casmir arched his eyebrows. “Is that ordering
acceptable?”Kim waved in agreement, or simply to end the conversation, and glanced at Lopez,
who’d paused at the ladder leading up to navigation and was watching impassively. Casmir had
forgotten she was still there and wished he’d kept his priority list to himself.Kim walked to the
porthole and looked out to where the base of the launch loop was visible, magnetic tracks
leaving from the terminal and angling up into the sky and out over the ocean. A hulking gray



power plant sat next to the terminal, providing power to keep the massive structure working and
accelerate ships along the tracks. Casmir had seen plenty of vessels take off on the news,
usually when there was a story about how expensive the infrastructure was to maintain or how it
had been damaged during a storm, but he’d never been here in person.“Captain?” Casmir asked
as Lopez started up the ladder. “When will we know if customs wants to inspect the ship before
we go?”Lopez grimaced. “Soon.”“Is there somewhere we can hide if they come aboard?”“Hiding
spots are already taken. You better find a mask if you’re worried about your identity being
revealed.”“I think masks only work for the pirate Tenebris Rache.” Casmir waved his index finger
to indicate the chip that would identify him to anyone with a scanner.“Pirate?” Lopez asked. “To
most of the rest of the systems, he’s a mercenary.”“He doesn’t prey fanatically on the rest of the
systems’ ships, outposts, and refineries.”“Guess you people did something to irk him, eh?”
Lopez waved them to the pods again and disappeared into the ladder well.The lounge wasn’t a
brig, but Casmir couldn’t help but feel like a prisoner. How had his life turned so insane in less
than twelve hours? And how had he managed to take his best friend down with him? He was
glad he wasn’t here alone but felt like a total ass for getting Kim involved in this. He’d intended to
protect her, not the other way around.Kim sat in a pod and looked out the porthole, perhaps
wishing she’d had time to buy a few cases of quality coffee to bring along. He sat in the pod
across from hers. It was bolted to a short track, so he could push it around and also have a view
of the launch loop. He wished he could listen in on the captain’s conversation with the customs
agent. Were ships even allowed to take off in the middle of the night? He didn’t know.“I’m fairly
certain our captain is a smuggler,” Kim said.“That’s what I gathered. We knew when we headed
to that special shipyard that we weren’t likely to wind up with someone operating a legal
business, right?”“True. A legitimate transport wouldn’t have taken us on without asking for
ID.”Casmir leaned back in the pod, feeling claustrophobic as its insulated interior automatically
tightened slightly to enrobe as much of his body as possible. Presumably, it got a lot tighter once
they were hurtling along the tracks to build up speed to escape Odin’s gravitational pull.“The net
has a record on her.” Kim touched her temple to indicate she was accessing the network. “Bonita
Laser Lopez from System Diomedes. She’s listed as a bounty hunter, no warrants out for her
arrest anywhere.”“That’s promising. That she’s not a known killer.”“Known. I wager a lot of things
go unknown in the dark between the planets.”“I suppose so.”Casmir risked taking his own chip
back online to access the net, not to look up their captain but to see if his name came up in any
news stories. Unfortunately, he didn’t know his birth mother’s name, so he couldn’t look her up.
As a curious teenager, he’d tried to dig up information about his biological parents, but without
knowing their names, it had been difficult. The agency that had placed him with his foster
parents, who had eventually adopted him, had shut down a few years after the fact, leaving no
contact information or records.Casmir found his résumé and career highlights online, the papers
he’d published over the years, even his grades from school. There wasn’t anything in the public
record about his three years working for military research, but that wasn’t unexpected. That had
all been classified work. The government hadn’t wanted to announce the creation of the



crushers. Casmir wondered how many of them existed these days. And how many were after
him.When he didn’t find anything out of the ordinary on himself, he looked up the colleagues
he’d worked with at the military research facility. A part of him dreaded what he would find. Had
crushers also come to their doors and killed them all? He had been the team lead, but they had
all contributed to the project. If he was being targeted, it seemed likely that they would be too.
But by whom?The Star Striders or Cosmic Hippies? Some group who resented mankind’s
warlike tendencies and tried their best to put a halt to them? The zealots from those religions
usually protested terraforming and the destruction of native planets and moons, not the creation
of robots. There were several anti-artificial-intelligence movements, but wouldn’t it be
hypocritical of them to use an AI to kill someone?Nothing came up on the news about any of his
old colleagues. Huh.He risked sending a couple of messages to make sure they were all right.
The part of him that had seen numerous spy dramas as a kid knew he should stay off the grid
and not use his chip or a traceable comm system if he didn’t want to be found, but the
government should be the only institution with access to his chip coordinates. If they were after
him… Well, he doubted there was anywhere he could go that would be out of the Kingdom’s
reach. Even if Odin and the habitats and stations in this system were the only entities under royal
rule these days, King Jager had a long reach.But one of the king’s knights had come to warn
him. So it wouldn’t make sense for the government to be after him. Unless that knight had gone
rogue for some reason.He looked up Friedrich, but the first hit was an obituary. Casmir closed
his eyes and dropped his face to his fist. He didn’t need to scan the news stories to know what
had happened. That man had given his life so Casmir would have time to escape.But
why?“Customs is waving us through,” came Lopez’s relieved voice over a speaker. “We’ll be on
the loop in twenty minutes.”“Definitely a smuggler,” Kim said, meeting Casmir’s gaze, her
contacts also flickering faintly with images from news feeds. “Does it bother you that we don’t
know where she’s taking us?”“I don’t think she knows where she’s taking us.”“Is that supposed to
be reassuring?”“Perhaps not. Would you like a hug?”“You know my feelings on touching.”Casmir
smiled. “Do you perplex your father and brothers as much as I suspect?”He’d met her family. Her
father, Haruto Sato, was a friendly, garrulous man who taught kendo and maintained the Shinto
shrine in his neighborhood, leading weekly worship sessions for the community. Her half-
brothers were also chatty and full of easy smiles.“My brothers, a bit. My father just smiles
understandingly and says I’m like my mother.” Her mouth twisted with something bordering on
distaste.“You disagree?”Kim shrugged. “I don’t know her that well. She’s always been gone on
some archaeological exploration or another, trying to solve the mystery of the gate system and
who built it. She’s been all over the Twelve Systems. When I was a kid, I thought it was exciting
and romantic and wanted to go with her.” She looked out the porthole, but it was the middle of
the night, and they were circling and waiting for their turn, so there wasn’t much to see. “When I
got older, I mostly wondered why she was never home. Why she’d bothered to have a kid if she
was never going to be there to do anything with me.”“Was she flesh-and-blood when you were
born?” In their previous chats regarding families, Casmir had always gotten the impression of a



distant mother who hadn’t quite been human even when Kim was growing up.She shook her
head. “Apparently, I was conceived ten years before I was born, before my parents split up, but
she was busy with her career, so she had the embryo removed and suspended for later. Then
she contracted a rare bacterial infection while on some water world that turned out to have life
native to the system under the ice. Humans hadn’t known about it prior to that and didn’t know
how to kill it. It was fascinating.”“Your suspended-embryo-self thought that?”She shot him a dirty
look. “I studied it later. When I was old enough to be interested in bacteria and the medical
field.”“So, like ten?”“I was seven, actually, when I first started studying the bacteria that killed her.
Her body. The bacteria didn’t pass the blood-brain barrier, so she was fully compos mentis when
she uploaded her brain into her new… robot body. I guess you can’t call it an android when it’s
only thirty pounds and has fur.”“Ah.” Casmir had wondered if the woman might have been
mentally compromised when she’d made that decision. “It’s a monkey body, isn’t it?”“Don’t
remind me. She’s weird.”“And your father says you’re like her?”“Kind of him, isn’t it?”Casmir
scratched his jaw. “Maybe he means it to be. He doesn’t seem like the type to insult people.”“I
suppose not. Like I said, I never got to know her well. She once admitted that when she was
dying, she regretted not having had her baby. That’s why she rented an artificial womb and
decided to have me even though she wasn’t human anymore. Kingdom law forbade it—and my
father was stunned that she wanted that, since they’d broken up years before—so she had me
on Zhizhu Station in System Hind. I lived there with her until I was three, but her colleagues
interested her in some new find, and she brought me back to live with my father, so she could go
off cavorting around the galaxy. She visits some but…” She shrugged again.Casmir thought that
was as much as she would reveal—it was more than she’d ever told him before—but she spoke
again.“I should be over it by now, shouldn’t I? I turned thirty-one last month, after all.”“Yes, I
remember the celebratory wine.” He smiled and waved a hand. “I guess, be glad that you’ve got
your father and half-brothers, right?”She spread her hand. “They are accepting, but you’re the
only one who doesn’t think I’m odd.”He grinned. “Have you seen some of the people I work with?
Wickmayer makes you answer trivia questions about spaceships before he’ll talk to you. Chang
only eats green foods. Simon writes love poems about prime numbers. Or maybe to prime
numbers. You’re one of the most normal people I know.”“I think that means you’re a magnet for
odd people, not that I’m normal.”“This is possible. But hey, other than the mother-in-a-monkey-
body, I don’t know if your background would be considered that unusual in the rest of the
systems. They say you can find everything from marriages between twenty people to humans
engineered to have both sex parts to people giving genius brains to their dogs and marrying
them.” Casmir didn’t think he was the typical conservative Kingdom subject, but he wasn’t quite
open-minded enough not to find some of that strange. “And you know I can’t judge the
circumstances of anyone’s birth when I don’t know my own.”He was still floored by the idea that
his true mother might be alive somewhere—and care enough to warn him about danger. Maybe.
If she’d truly cared about him, why hadn’t she ever come and seen him?“So your mother could
also be a monkey, and you just don’t know it yet,” Kim said.“Exactly. Perhaps we could set up a



mathematical experiment later to calculate the probabilities.”“Pod up, passengers,” Lopez said
over the comm. “We’re up next.”“Off to see the odd rest of the galaxy,” Casmir murmured as the
ship shifted slightly and a ker-chunk emanated from somewhere below them. He could no longer
see the launch loop from their porthole, so he assumed they were on it.“What will the
appropriate response be if we meet someone married to their dog?” Kim asked.“I’m not worldly
enough—galactic enough—to tell you.”His pod tightened automatically, a shield coming down to
protect his head and padding molding to and pressing against his face. A surge of
claustrophobia rushed through him. He sucked in a big breath, fear of being suffocated rearing
within him. But he found he could breathe through the padding. And even see somewhat.He had
the sense of the ship moving along the tracks, but it was some time before he felt what had to be
their acceleration. There was nothing to see out the porthole, which was good because his view
of it was poor now. They climbed into the sky, fifty miles and more, then leveled off and shot
along the track stretching high above the ocean, picking up speed with each passing second.A
slight feeling of pressure touched his chest but nothing like the three times Odin’s gravity that
he’d expected. He closed his eyes, waiting for the ship to escape the atmosphere and for his
journey to truly begin.“Another ship got onto the tracks right behind us,” came Lopez’s voice over
the speaker, a little muffled by her own pod.Casmir wanted to ask if that was typical or if they had
something to worry about, but he simply closed his eyes and held on.6Dr. Yas Peshlakai paced
next to the airlock, his medical bag in hand, his magnetic boots clanging faintly on the smooth
metal deck of Captain Rache’s ship, the Fedallah.Usually, the vessel’s spin gave it almost as
much gravity as his home—his former home—on Tiamat Station, but it was stationary now, just
outside the gravity well of the gas giant Saga and docked to Saga Kingdom Refinery Number 1.
It was the first of two refineries the pirates—or respectable mercenaries, as the crew had often
assured Yas they were during the last three months—had supposedly been hired to blow up.He
had no idea if any digital money would exchange bank accounts. From what he’d seen of Rache
so far, the captain pillaged from Kingdom ships and stations at whim, leaving piles of dead
bodies behind whenever he attacked. Military warships sent after him were either destroyed or
simply never found him. Vessels from the rest of the systems did their best to avoid him.At least
the refineries were unmanned, automated robots and machinery the only possible recipients of
the mercenaries’ DEW-Tek bolts and explosives.Yas shook his head, trying not to think about
how he’d promised to do his best to keep these people alive for five years. Four years, nine
months, and three days, now. Numerous times, he’d been tempted to go back on his word, to
escape at the first chance, even wondering if the pirate captain might have set everything up that
eventful night in order to acquire Yas as a doctor. But at the few ports they’d visited, Rache
hadn’t given Yas any chances to wander off on his own. Besides, Yas didn’t have anywhere to
go. According to all the news articles written about President Bakas’s death, he had done it. He’d
poisoned her and then run, proving his guilt. And now there was a bounty out for him, wanted
alive or dead.If Yas had remained on Tiamat Station, or even in the same system, maybe he
could have hunted for the true murderer and tried to clear his name, but how could he do that



from a hundred light years away? In five years, when his term with Rache was up, would
anybody still care about President Bakas’s death? Would there be any clues left to follow then?A
yellow light on the airlock control panel flashed, and the hatch hissed as it opened.“Out of the
way, Doc,” one of the mercenary sergeants growled, stomping through the hatchway in full
combat armor, a helmet shrouding his features.He and the man behind him carried a pair of
large cylindrical tanks that barely fit inside the airlock chamber. Yas stepped to the side to make
room.“Where’s the captain? I saw that he was injured.” Yas flicked a finger toward the display in
the bulkhead. It showed Lieutenant Moon’s camera feed as he walked next to Rache and several
other men.“Don’t worry, Doc. If the captain dies, we’ll let you live. You’ve got uses, even if you
won’t pick up a gun.” The sergeant patted him on the shoulder as he stepped into the corridor.
Actually, it was more of a punch.Yas braced himself, not fazed by the abuse from the
mercenaries. He’d suffered worse on the various sport teams he’d played on in his youth. What
fazed him was that his life had gone to shit, and he was stuck out here with these ignorant
jackasses, working for a man who’d made a career of killing people. What had he done to
deserve this?“Here, Doc,” the corporal who stepped out behind the sergeant said. “Make
yourself useful until we bring you someone to patch up.”He and the sergeant thrust the tanks at
him. Yas juggled his medical kit so he could catch them, glad for the non-existent gravity.“What
are these?” Yas asked.“What do you think they are, Dr. Genius?” The sergeant laughed as he
and the corporal headed back into the airlock.“Helium? We’re stealing from the refinery?” Even
as he objected, Yas realized how silly it sounded. Why not take some of the valuable gas before
they blew it out of Saga’s orbit?“We’re salvaging fuel from a wreck.”“It’s not a wreck. It’s a—”“Oh,
it’ll be a wreck in about five minutes. What are you? One of King Jager’s knights? We don’t need
any moral righteousness out here. Besides, we’re making it easy on everyone. Merc ships need
gas, the same as anyone else, but people get a little nervous when we show up at their fuel
station. We—” The sergeant’s helmet spun. “Shit. Cycle the lock, Varma.”The hatch clanged shut
in front of Yas, and the light on the control panel flashed again. Yas looked toward the
display.Before, still, dark rooms full of machinery and tanks had stretched ahead of the main
force. Now, huge boxy security robots with thrusters jetted toward Rache’s team. Lieutenant
Moon’s helmet cam had provided a stable feed, but now, it jerked dizzily as he and the others
ran for cover, firing at their mechanical enemies. Mechanical enemies that fired back, defending
the refinery.A shot struck one of the men in the shoulder, and his boots came free of the deck.
He started to float away in the zero-gravity environment, but one of the other mercenaries
grabbed him and pulled him back down. He was the smallest of the group, and Yas recognized
him even though they all wore the featureless helmets and black armor.Captain Rache.He fired a
grenade launcher toward the charging robot defenders. It detonated when it clanged off, and
light flashed, the effect underwhelming in zero gravity. Six androids jetted down from above,
landing in the middle of the mercs.The captain spun and leaped at one with cybernetically
enhanced speed and strength. He punched, thrusting one android into a tank, but another
lunged in and wrapped powerful arms around his torso. Rache drove an elbow into his foe’s



chest, ducking and twisting free. A lightning-fast kick hurled the android toward the approaching
robots. It bounced off, twisting to stop its momentum and jet back into the fray.The lieutenant’s
helmet jerked and jumped as an android grabbed him and shook him. Yas looked away from the
display, the battle too confusing to follow like that.He tapped the chest controls on his suit. His
helmet unfolded from its slot between his shoulders, spread over his head, and snapped to the
rest of his suit. That gave him access to the combat channel. And a lot of cursing.“…weren’t
supposed to be this many defenses!”“We’re fucked.”“The captain was shot!”Yas bit his lip.
Should he go over there and try to help? He started to push a hand through his hair, but his
fingers bumped the thin, nearly impervious Glasnax of his helmet. He didn’t have any weapons,
and nothing in his medkit would stop robots or androids.“Look out, sir!” someone cried.A tangle
of curses came from several mouths.Yas closed his eyes, waiting for the comm ordering him to
come help Rache. Or maybe a comm saying it was too late to help Rache.It was selfish, but
Yas’s main concern was what these mercenaries would do to him if the captain died. He hadn’t
won a lot of friends thus far, refusing to engage the thuggish brutes in conversation. Few of them
had educations or followed the news, and their favorite topics were excrement, masturbation,
and how many women they were going to bang during their next shore leave.Rache was
different, with a cultured way of speaking and a tendency to reference classic books and recent
articles on science and technology, but he didn’t deign to converse with Yas or anyone else
often. To call him a companion would be a grave presumption. He was the leader of the ship, and
that was it. His presence ended arguments whenever he entered a room, and Yas had little
doubt that he was the sole reason any order existed among the rough mercenaries.Someone’s
scream echoed through the helmet speaker, and the audio feed ended abruptly. The display on
the wall went black.Yas stared at the hatch, wondering if anyone would make it back.“Bridge?”
Yas asked, switching to the ship’s internal comm channel. “Are they still alive over there?”“Shit,
Doc, that you? Cowering in the corridor instead of over there helping them?”“The captain told
me to stay here.”The comm officer grunted and didn’t respond. Or give an update.Yas was on the
verge of going up to the bridge when the airlock light flashed again. Still holding the tanks, if only
to keep them from floating away, he stepped out of the way.“Dodger,” the captain’s voice
sounded over the channel, ridiculously calm. “We’re cycling in. Get ready to depart. Quickly.
We’ve set timed charges.”“Understood, Captain,” the ship’s pilot said.The hatch swung open,
and the first six men in the boarding party strode out.“Doc, I got a hangnail,” one announced.
“Need you to fix it.”The man behind him punched him. “Moon’s dead. Shut your hole.”“Mercs die.
That’s how it is. Ought to kiss the captain’s ass that it doesn’t happen that often on this ship.”The
men strode past, ignoring Yas, nobody offering to take the tanks. The hatch shut automatically
so the airlock could cycle for the second half of the team.“If you need help,” Yas called after
them, “head to sickbay. I’ll be there shortly.”Nobody acknowledged him.When the hatch opened
again, the captain strode out with four more men. One less than had gone over. Skin and blood
showed through a hole in the captain’s armor. Yas gaped, wondering what had struck him that
could pierce the strong alloy.“Pod up,” the captain ordered his men. “We’re not sticking around to



watch the fireworks.”Several curt renditions of “Yes, sir” sounded, and his men strode
away.“Chief,” Rache said over the ship channel, “got some fuel here for you to pick up.”Chief
Engineer Khonsari’s distracted, “Yes, sir,” came in response.“Lieutenant Moon?” Yas asked
when only he and the captain remained in the corridor.“A round blew his head off,” Rache said
matter-of-factly. “Even you couldn’t have saved him.”“Was it worth it?” Yas looked at the captain’s
injured shoulder and waved for him to head to sickbay.Rache didn’t move. His voice turned
uncharacteristically savage when he said, “It’s always worth it to strike against the Kingdom. I am
noting for the future that Jager has drastically increased security in his unmanned refineries. He
must have been expecting trouble. We shouldn’t have lost anyone on a job like this.” His jaw
might have clenched inside the helmet. He definitely sounded pissed. Because he cared about
losing a man? Or was he merely irked that he’d made a mistake and lost one of the pawns on his
chess board?“You know,” Yas said carefully, probing a little, “most of the Twelve Systems aren’t
particularly worried about King Jager’s ambitions.”“Then they’ll be all the easier for him to
surprise and take advantage of when he makes his move. Do you not believe he had a hand in
your president’s death?”Yas almost mentioned that he’d wondered if Rache was the one whose
hand had been involved in that, but he caught himself in time.“It’s possible that Kingdom
supporters were behind it,” Yas said, “but they’re naive if they think our station or any other
station or world in our system would give up their independence and succumb to Kingdom rule
again.”Or was he the naive one to believe that? He thought of the short discussion he’d had with
President Bakas the last time he’d seen her alive. Someone wanted back in the Kingdom badly
enough to have ordered a good woman assassinated.“Don’t be so certain, Doctor. The universe
has become a strange place. Many people long for the old ways, for a time when the worlds
around them made more sense, and what it meant to be human was more clear cut.” Rache
started up the corridor, the helmet on his armor folding back, but not his mask. Never his
mask.Yas had never seen Rache’s face, nor did he have a medical record on him in sickbay.A lot
of the crew’s records didn’t contain detailed background information, but they at least listed
blood types, drug usage, and biological and cybernetic implants. Yas knew nothing about the
captain. As far as he’d heard, none of the crew did.They reached the intersection where one
could turn toward sickbay and engineering or toward the bridge. Rache strode toward the
bridge.“Sir?” Yas pointed toward sickbay. “There are droplets of blood floating away from your
shoulder.”Rache looked at the wound. “It’s not that bad. I’ll have the chief fix my suit.”“Not that
bad? It looks like a spear went clean through your shoulder.” He peered around to Rache’s back,
but the suit hadn’t been pierced on that side. That didn’t mean his statement wasn’t correct.“It
will heal.”“Not unless you come to sickbay and let me clean that and glue it shut. Punctures get
infected easily.”“I paid for regenerative wound-healing enhancements and the best immune
system you can buy.”“At least let me give you a painkiller.”Rache hesitated. His injury had to hurt.
Had he pulled whatever spike or lance had made it out on his own?“I’ve got my own. A couple of
the other men will be waiting for you.” Rache nodded toward sickbay, then strode toward the
bridge.“Your doctor advises against self-medication and treatment,” Yas called after him.“Noted,”



Rache said without looking back or slowing down.Yas watched his back, wondering what
secrets he was hiding. Why didn’t he want his new doctor to help him? Because he thought Yas
would take a sample of his blood and identify him?“Who are you, Captain Rache?” Yas
murmured softly.The ship accelerated away from the refinery, the force pushing him against a
bulkhead. He would have to find a pod soon.He glanced back at the bulkhead. The display
showed a feed again, this time from one of the ship’s exterior cameras. It was focused on the
blocky gray contours of the refinery as they flew away, the planet Saga’s huge, cloudy blue
surface and pale rings visible beyond it.Then the refinery blew up, not as impressively as it
would have in an oxygen-rich atmosphere, but enough to leave no doubt that it had been utterly
destroyed. Another strike against the Kingdom.Bonita waited until they’d escaped Odin’s gravity
and were sailing away from the planet before sending messages and trying to find someone who
wanted to buy state-of-the-art weapons at a reasonable price. Delivery included, anywhere in
the system.Probably.She glanced at the gauge showing her hydrogen reserves and grimaced.
The fusion drive was working, which was good, but her tanks were low. She’d expected to get
paid on Odin and be able to buy fuel before leaving the system again.Qin stepped into the
hatchway. “Captain?”“Yes?”“Do you think it’s all right if I talk to the passengers?”Bonita frowned
over her shoulder. “They’re not wandering around, are they?”The Stellar Dragon had escaped
Odin’s atmosphere, and their current acceleration gave them about a third of the planet’s gravity.
If Kim and Casmir had spent as much of their lives on the planet as Bonita suspected, they
would be marveling at the sensation of feeling significantly lighter than usual.“They’re still in the
lounge, I think. I just wanted to ask them about knights. I’ve been curious, and who better to
know than someone from Odin?”“About knights?” Bonita asked. “Why?”The last thing Bonita
wanted was to hear about the Kingdom’s uptight law enforcers. She glanced at her scanner
display, aware of the ship that had come off the launch loop right after them. It made her uneasy
that it was heading in the same direction as the Stellar Dragon, especially since Bonita hadn’t
programmed in a course yet.“Like I said, I’ve never seen a knight, except in vids. I was hoping I
would get a chance while we were on Odin, but our visit was so short.” Qin’s feline face took on a
fully human and wistful visage.“I thought we discussed this.” Bonita made her voice gentle. “A
Kingdom knight isn’t going to… approve of what you are. You’re better off avoiding them.”“Maybe
one would understand that this—” Qin gestured to her body, “—wasn’t my choice. And he would
be nice about it. And noble. In the stories, knights are always noble and gentlemanly to women.”
There was that wistful sigh again.“I think you should stop reading romances. Try some thrillers.
Or cozy mysteries. Have you heard of Debra Croon? She’s a hundred and eighty years old, or
something close, and has written more than two hundred novels in her Moons of Pegasus
series. The same sentient cats have been helping her heroine solve crimes for all that time.”Qin
wrinkled her nose. “Sounds kind of boring.”“I like them.” Bonita waved toward the corridor. “I’d
wait a few days to let our guests get settled in and used to… things, but go ahead and talk to
them if you like. Just don’t mention our cargo.”“I won’t.”“And don’t get too upset if they treat you
like an oddity.”“I won’t.” Qin skipped off down the corridor.Skipped. Bonita’s hired killing machine



skipped. Well, so long as she blew crushers off the ship when needed, that was fine.Bonita
returned to sending messages. Unfortunately, since this wasn’t a system she traveled through
often, and this wasn’t her preferred kind of work, she didn’t have many contacts here. She
envisioned herself standing at an intersection at one of the space stations, trying to sell the
weapons one by one out of a trench coat. That would not be ideal.After she sent her messages,
she grabbed pictures of her new passengers from the ship’s internal cameras and fed them into
a network search. She should have researched them before taking them on board, but that liftoff
had been far hastier than expected.“Casmir Dabrowski,” she read as his face and bio came up in
a corner of the star-filled navigation display. “Professor and robotics team lead at Zamek
University.”As she skimmed through, she decided he was exactly what he’d claimed to be. A few
news stories popped up after the initial entry, and she saw something about an explosion at his
workplace and the fact that he hadn’t been seen since then.“An explosion caused by crushers?”
It didn’t say specifically, but Bonita’s jaw clenched as her suspicion grew. If those robots had
been here for Casmir, and he hadn’t thought to mention it to her, she would be very irritated.She
didn’t know how ubiquitous the crushers were on Odin, but when she searched specifically for
them, she didn’t find anything. She began to suspect they hadn’t had anything to do with the
Stellar Dragon or its cargo.There weren’t any interesting news stories about Kim Sato, other than
one from a few months earlier that mentioned her along with a couple of other scientists in an
article on advancements in creating human-implantable bacteria capable of consuming
radiation. Trials were supposedly being conducted by the military now.Bonita touched a hand to
her stomach, uneasy at the mention of a human-implantable bacteria, but she knew a lot of
spacers who’d died to some cancer or another over the years. Sometimes they were curable,
and sometimes not. Sometimes, it was the seventh or eighth one that got a person. No matter
how much shielding a ship got, it wasn’t as good at keeping out radiation as a planet with a
magnetosphere. Or even a habitat buried in an asteroid under miles of rock.“Perhaps it is
fortunate that you have acquired these individuals,” Viggo said, no doubt monitoring her
search.“How so?”“If we run into Kingdom law enforcers who are irked that you tried to sell a
stockpile of weapons to revolutionaries on their planet—”“Baum said he was a loyalist, not a
revolutionary.” Which she no longer believed, since he’d been attacked by what had likely been
Kingdom Guard robots and drones.“—you could use the passengers to barter for passage out of
the system,” Viggo finished, ignoring her interruption.“Use them like hostages, you mean?”
Bonita asked. “I’d like to think I’m more honorable than that.”Though it was admittedly easier to
be honorable when one’s bank account and fuel tanks weren’t running on fumes.“One must take
care of oneself out in the wide expanse of space.” As Viggo spoke, one of his cleaning robots
zipped in, climbed the bulkhead to reach the control console, and started vacuuming between
the switches.“Especially when it comes to germs?”“Precisely so. But I was thinking of other
dangers today. Did you notice that ship is still following us?”“I noticed that it hasn’t set a course
yet, the same as we haven’t set a course.”“From what I remember of being human, there’s not
much appeal to ambling aimlessly through space. Courses are set, usually with great intention,



to take advantage of the gravitational pull of other orbiting bodies in the system.”“I know, Viggo.
I’m watching it.”A ping sounded, the first response to one of her messages. Diego from one of
the system’s pirate families. Dealing with pirates wasn’t ideal, but at least he was originally from
System Diomedes, the same as she, and they’d crossed paths before. Admittedly, she would sell
to just about anyone now.“Laser Lopez,” the mustachioed man who appeared on the display
said, “you still between the stars?”“Rarely these ones.”She waited, expecting a delay. The comm
said he was calling from Forseti Station, the system trade hub, shipyard, and fuel depot orbiting
between the gas giants Freyja and Freyr. She suspected he was rerouting the comm to make it
appear that it came from the station but that his family’s ships were lurking within the murky
layers of clouds on one of those planets. Only the most elite and wealthiest of the pirate families
could afford slydar stealth technology that hid their ships’ heat signatures. Others made do with
what nature offered.“I understand you have some cargo you’re looking to sell cheap,” Diego
said.“I don’t remember mentioning that it would be cheap. This is prime, top-of-the-line
equipment, straight out of the pristine labs of Sayona Station. There’s not a speck of dust on any
of it.” She ignored the cleaning robot now defying what modest gravity the ship currently had by
vacuuming up the side of the bulkhead.“But your original deal went south, no? And you need to
hit the gate out of the Kingdom’s lovely system?”“Odd, none of that was in my comm.”“I can read
between the words, señora. You send a full list of the contents of your cargo, and I’ll make you an
offer. How long until you reach Forseti?”“Viggo?” Bonita asked.“Due to the current favorable
alignment of Odin with the gas giants, only a week and a half.”“You hear that, Diego?” Bonita
didn’t like the idea of sending exactly what she had, especially since she hadn’t seen inside the
big case to verify its contents, but she couldn’t expect Diego to make the trip without knowing
what he was buying. She also knew the pirate families wouldn’t report to the Kingdom Guard or
any other government agency. They might report to other pirates… but she had to take that risk.
The weapons were cutting edge, but they weren’t so unique or proprietary that criminals should
flock after her for them.She assumed. A glance at that other ship on her scanner made her
question that assumption.“I heard. Some of my people will be there to make an offer.” Diego
smiled. “If everything is as top-of-the-line and dust free as you say.”The vacuum rolled across the
ceiling above Bonita’s head. “It’s definitely dust free.”“See you soon, señora.”As soon as his face
disappeared from the display, Bonita thumped her fist on the console. “Really, Viggo? Your little
robots need to clean while I’m on the comm?”“They clean all the time, just not always in the
cabin you’re in. One must keep ahead of dirt and grime to ensure enough for an avalanche does
not form.”“How could an avalanche of grime possibly form on the ceiling over my head? Program
in the best course for Forseti, please.”“Yes, Captain. Do you believe your pirate contact intends
to deal fairly?”“Fairly? No. But predictably, I suspect so.”Fortunately, she didn’t need a fair deal.
Baum had paid for most of the merchandise. She only needed to cover what she’d paid to pick it
up—the balance he’d owed—and what it had cost her to make the trip. It would be nice to make
a profit, but at this point, she would be delighted to break even.As Viggo altered the ship’s
course, pointing them out toward the distant points of light that represented the gas giants,



Bonita watched the other ship. It was going to be telling if it set a course to follow them.7Casmir
grimaced when Kim thwacked him in the thigh with her wooden sword.“Stop bouncing so much,”
Kim ordered. “You’re making yourself an easy target. And putting yourself in danger of hitting
your head on the ceiling. Again.”“Sorry, the low gravity is weird.”His stomach agreed. He’d been
lying down for much of the last three days, wishing the motion-sickness tablets he’d consumed
had helped more than they had.This was the first day he’d felt reasonably normal. He’d made the
mistake of coming to the lounge where he’d found Kim jogging on a treadmill with straps that
pulled her down, simulating the higher gravity of Odin. An odd glee had entered her eyes when
she spotted him, and she’d pounced, thrusting a sword at him and offering to teach him a few
moves. Assuming she was bored without her work, Casmir had agreed. His battered thighs
assured him that had been a mistake, but at least it had kept his mind off his problems for an
hour. He was frustrated by his lack of progress in finding out who had sent the crushers.“Doesn’t
it bother you?” he asked.“Some. I’m getting used to it. It’s better than the near-zero-g of Gjoll
Station.”“Oh, right. I’d forgotten you had to spend a couple of months at the orbital station.”“For
my early work on radiation-eating bacteria. Since it was designed to live inside space-faring
humans, I had to make sure microgravity wouldn’t negatively affect it. I suggested to my advisor
that I could simply send instructions and samples up to the research scientists already working
up there, but Dr. Yamada always liked to torment me.” Kim lowered her sword and stared at the
diamond gridding of the deck. “I haven’t sent any messages to my colleagues because I haven’t
wanted to lead anyone to you, but I have a number of worried inquiries in my inbox. People are
wondering what happened to me, and I feel bad letting them believe… I’m not sure what they
believe. I am known for not responding to messages for a few days, but it’s not like me to miss
work.”“Kim, return your messages, please. Before we get so far out that the network is flaky.”
Casmir didn’t know if that ever truly became a problem, as there were relay satellites throughout
the system, but at the least, there would be a long time delay as they flew farther from Odin. “I
appreciate you not wanting to help them—whoever they are—find me, but I don’t want your
family and friends to think you got sucked into a robotic trash compacter on the way home from
work.”“You haven’t figured out who they are, yet?” Kim sounded surprised.Because she
assumed he was a decent researcher? He wasn’t horrible, but scouring the public and university
networks hadn’t given him any clues, and it wasn’t as if he had access to government databases
or could comm the king and ask to speak with friends of the late Sir Friedrich. The elusive
knights were notorious for not publishing their personal contact information.Casmir shrugged
helplessly. “No. I keep checking the capital’s news and searching for mentions of myself. I have
been reported missing, and the parking-garage fire and knight’s death were covered. None of
the major networks spoke specifically of the crushers, but I found some footage on a conspiracy
node. I’m guessing the government is squelching the stuff it has control over, since the crushers
are supposed to be a secret weapon for the military.”“No mention of our rental? I hope that
means the house is still standing. With all my books unmolested.”“Me too. The conspiracy node,
which may or may not be a reliable resource, reported that a group of knights have been



assigned to find out where the crushers came from and who’s responsible for them. Apparently,
a few went missing from a military facility a couple of months ago, which implies… I’m not sure.
Maybe that someone has been gunning for me for a while? I’ve been raking through the
compost heap of my brain and trying to guess what I might know or have done that would have
prompted someone to try to kill me.”“Multiple times.”“Technically, I believe that was all part of one
mission, the crushers being programmed to assassinate me. And keep coming after me until
they succeeded.”“Lovely.”“I’m assuming at this point that it’s not the government. The king
shouldn’t have any reason to hate me. He never came to our research lab. I doubt he even
knows that I exist.”“There are numerous arms and factions within the government.”“True.”“And
King Jager’s focus is reputed to be outward now, not inward.”Casmir nodded. Maybe he
shouldn’t rule out anyone yet.Kim looked out the porthole to the black blanket filled with stars,
the white dots far brighter and crisper than they were when filtered through Odin’s atmosphere.
“Have you talked to the captain about our destination? We passed Odin’s moon and orbital
stations the first day.”Casmir hated to admit that, until today, his stomach had kept him in his
bunk and disinterested in caring what their destination was. He’d managed his net searches in
between bouts of nausea and vertigo. Kim knew most of his weaknesses, so it wasn’t like it
mattered, but he hated to remind her of them. He hated to remind himself.“I haven’t. I was just so
glad to get away…” His eye blinked a few times of its own accord. “I’ll talk to her soon. She’s
feeding us, or allowing us access to the boxed rations, so I don’t think she means to kill us, but
we shouldn’t trust her blindly.”“Clearly, you haven’t tried the coffee bulbs.” Kim gave him a baleful
look. Most of the time, her face was impassive, but substandard caffeine options brought out her
vitriolic side.“My stomach hasn’t been requesting acidic beverages.”“There are twenty-seven
ingredients in the coffee-and-cream bulb. The shelf-life is fifty years. I don’t think radiation is the
reason why people get cancer out here.”“Maybe you can create a nice intestinal bacteria to help
digest strange preservatives.”Kim lowered her sword and stepped closer to him. Fortunately, not
to thwack him again. She glanced toward the ceiling. Had she spotted cameras up there?“Will
you talk to her? You know I’m not any good at…” She spread her fingers and
shrugged.“People?”Her eyelids drooped. “I was looking for a word that conveyed my inability to
grasp when individuals are lying to me. And also that I struggle to persuade them to tell me
things.”“I think I got the right word.” He grinned.“Fine, fine. But if she’s heading for the gate to
take us to another system, I want to know about it. So we can figure out a way to stop her. If she
doesn’t get rid of us soon, it’s going to be obvious she has some profit motive for keeping us.
Otherwise, why wouldn’t she have dropped us off at the moon base?”“I don’t know, but if that’s
not her destination, it would have taken her hours to land and take off again. And that ship was
following us.” He realized he didn’t know if that was still true. He did need to talk to the
captain.“Maybe, but, Casmir, I refuse to be kidnapped. I’m not going to just disappear from my
work and my life for months.” Kim stabbed agitatedly at the air with her sword.The hatch opened,
and Casmir whirled, worried Lopez had been listening in and wasn’t pleased about what she’d
heard. Normally, he wouldn’t be that concerned about his safety on a ship run by two women,



but he’d watched the footage of Qin wrestling with that crusher. No normal human being of either
sex would have been able to hold out that long against the powerful robot.It was Qin, not Lopez,
who stepped inside and looked curiously at them. Her face was mostly human, and elegantly
human at that, but the pointed ears that perked out of her black hair were definitely not
human.She didn’t come farther into the cabin, pausing with… uncertainty?Casmir, afraid he’d
been staring, smiled and gave her a cheerful, “Hello, ma’am. Have you come to tell us where
we’re going?”“Ma’am?” She appeared bemused at the address.Casmir wondered how old she
was.“You can call me Liangyu. Or Qin. That seems easier for everyone.”“Qin is your surname,
right?” Kim asked, then, when Qin nodded, asked a few words in one of the old Earth languages.
Chinese?Qin shrugged helplessly. “I don’t know any other languages except System Trade. I was
born in a lab and don’t have any parents, any culture, anything but my name to suggest what all
was spliced together to create me. I think the geneticist mostly looked in the fridge and pulled
out all of his leftovers.”Casmir stared at her. “That’s… a joke?”“Uhm, sort of.”“Sorry, I don’t know
much about genetic engineering.”“I wish I didn’t,” Qin said softly.“You probably know it’s one of a
handful of sciences that the Kingdom forbids. We’re supposed to be humanity’s seed bank.
Tamper-free. They don’t even gene-clean newborns with issues.” His eye blinked, and he sighed
at his body’s willingness to demonstrate his genetic eccentricities.Kim nudged him in the back.
“If you do end up hiding out in another system, that might be a good time for you to see what can
be done to you as an adult.”“Yeah,” Casmir said noncommittally.If he’d wanted that badly
enough, he could have set aside the time and money to make a trip to an off-world hospital at
some point, but he feared that any surgeries would come with side effects or that things would
end up worse, that his brain wouldn’t be able to adjust its circuits after thirty-odd years of
operating one way. And, as always, he feared hospitals, of something going horribly wrong, or of
them finding some worse malady lurking in his blood.
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monadh, “Why oh why did I wait this long to read this amazing series?. First off, this is going to
be kind of an aggregate review for the whole series, since I read the almost 3000 pages at one
fell swoop (in the space of about 10 days) and was unable to stop long enough to write reviews
for the individual books. The books don’t really end in cliffhangers, but the whole story is just so
riveting that one must know how it continues.I am a great fan of Lindsay Buroker’s writing and I
have read most of her other stuff (including books she published under her pen name Ruby
Lionsdrake) and I loved most of it and liked the rest well enough. I think I was not really all that
keen on this series as sci-fi/space opera is not really my preferred genre; I am more into UF (see
her Death Before Dragon series). Also, I wasn’t really convinced by her lead characters, a geeky
robotics professor with an unimpressive physique and health issues and his neurodivergent
bacteriologist room-mate/best friend, or the hodgepodge of other characters, including a
sentient spaceship and its aging, sarcastic captain. But I finally broke down and gave the series
a try and then couldn’t stop reading every free minute until I had finished the whole saga. I not
only loved all the characters despite (or rather because of) their short-comings, especially
antagonist/anti-hero Tenebris Rache, who remains quite an ambiguous character throughout,
but I was kept on the edge of my seat by all the plot twists and unexpected events. The series
combines different genres like Sci-Fi, adventure story, revenge tale (even romance) and draws
on and references popular culture icons such as Star Wars and Terminator.The story is told from
the perspectives of different characters, and I loved how dexterously the author wove the various
narrative strands together. I was also impressed on how Lindsay Buroker unobtrusively raises
and debates philosophical questions like nature vs. nurture, diversity, good leadership/good
government, the role/importance of science, etc.; I am going to explore some of those themes
more in depth in reviews for some of the individual books…Note: The narration by Fred Berman
is really great; I loved how he gave all the characters a different voice!”

RicharH, “Loved this series. The interaction between the characters was so natural. I have even
bonded with the villain! This is a wonderful series. It is a little retro in that it takes me back to
classic science fiction stories. The characters are wonderful and I have enjoyed the story line. It
was a very fun series.”

reesah mouse, “Great Series. I loved this series. The first three books on audio was a lot of fun to
listen to. I love the characters. How all the different storylines fit together is amazing and intricate
and sometimes surprising but never confusing.”

Jeannette A., “Star Kingdom Box Set (Books 1-3): A space opera adventure series by Lindsay
Buroker. For someone who thought she might not have what it takes to write Science Fiction, this
series proves otherwise. It is an extremely well written story with so much detail that it boggles
the mind and yet it is written in an easy to read style that flows from scene to scene and



adventure to adventure with clarity and ingenuity. The characters are incredible, multifaceted,
beautifully crafted with detail to feed the imagination. The action just goes on and on and on until
the end and is filled with amazing imagery of worlds beyond comprehension. The depth of
thought and planning that has been done to create this story is astounding. It is filled with wit,
humor and philosophical theories. A wonderful reading experience and sensory delight. Thank
you Lindsay for the pleasure.”

Mary Snyder, “My favorite yet!. This is my favorite Lindsay Buroker series to date. I think I read
somewhere that someone said it's Big Bang meets Star Wars &, in my opinion, that's pretty
accurate. You can't help but cheer Casmir & Zee on and hope that Rache somehow gets
rehabilitated and has a happy ending. The characters are very well-developed and, while the
stories just go from one disaster to the next, the plots aren't repetitive & are very well-written.
Read these & be prepared to go on to the rest of the series! And sign up for Lindsay's
newsletter for more series insights!”

Siawilin, “Science fiction at its best with a twist-a gadget geek as the hero. So glad this author's
books are on Kindle Unlimited, so that my reading pleasure is unlimited, as I work my way
through this series. While a couple of the secondary important characters are super hero types,
the two main ones are society rejects because of their oddities. Weak, out of shape, with
multiple health issues robotic expert main guy is snarky, smart, and a great foil for his non-
verbal, introverted sidekick, who just wants to be left alone to do her test tube studies with
viruses and bacteria. The story line keeps you turning pages all the way through.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great. I loved all the characters, Casmir the nerdy robotic genius, and Kim
the awkward virologist whose Casino's roommate\best friend. Robot Assassin's are trying to kill
Casmir so they both run and meet Captain Laser and her crew Quinn, a robot with cat features.
The dialog between Casmir and Kim is hilarious and Casmir addresses robots like their humans
with please and thank you. You can't help but love Casmir for his bravery while being absolutely
terrified and his loyalty to his friends. He's trying to find out why someone wants to kill him and
meets up with one of the kings knight's who begrudgingly becomes a friend .  I love them all”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Star Kingdom, a really good example of why I like science fiction. I have
really enjoyedreadinI really enjoyed reading this story. Such a good cast of characters that I
really got to know. I appreciate the author's creativity , I kind of fell right into the story and had a
hard time putting down ,. I highly recommend!”

ED71, “Great sci-fi with 'enough' romance. Review for the whole 8 book series.Very interesting
characters, the 2 main characters are very unusual and keep the story fresh as they handle
situations differently than a more mainstream ‘hero’. A good plot that develops well over the
course of the series and keeps the reader engaged. Some of the books are quite long which is



good, especially as these are on KU at the time of writing this review and KU books are often
quite short.I have read loads of Lindsays other stuff and I really enjoyed it all. However Lindsay
generally has a little too much focus on the ‘romance’ parts of the story for my personal taste. I
am sure loads of people enjoy the romance but it is a bit much for me. I usually get through the
romance with a few eye-rolls and enjoy the rest of the book, but I would definitely prefer less.This
set of books lay off the romance a quite a bit. There is some romance but it feels balanced and in
context and I didn’t end up rolling my eyes and skipping a few pages as has happened in the
past. I usually strongly recommend Lindsays stuff, but with a bit less romance this series gets an
even stronger recommendation.If you like your sci-fi without the romance – this is definitely for
you.”

Mr. A. Saad, “Good story telling. I enjoyed this and it kept me reading way past my bed time! I
would have been very disappointed if it hadn’t been sold as a 3 volume set, as it needed that. I’m
not sure I would have continued to read after volume one or two on their own as the story line
would have ended in an unsatisfactory way - characters would not have been developed enough
for me to want to read more about them or the story. But as a three volume set I recommend it.
Best wishes Amer”

steve, “Gripping storyline. I love Lindsays work she hasn't ever let me down and I have now read
over 1/2 her works. The start to this series is a bit frantic and takes a bit of time to catch up with
all thats going on, but once your in, its like being stuck on a roller coaster, the pace is fast and
relentless. Its diverse but mostly lovable charaters, intriguing plots within plots are almost too
much to keep up with, but you just have to. I binge read this 8 book series in a week. See book 8
for a final review.”

terry howard, “Get ready to enjoy a great read. One of the very best sci Fini have ever read.great
characters,!pads of humorous situations,plenty of action .a little long winded inlaces easily
forgiven for this awesome read”

H. Snaith, “Characters you care about.. Enjoyed reading this series more than a long time. The
characters are people you care about. Or want to know more about. And they are so easy to
read - the mark of a good writer.”

The book by Lindsay Buroker has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 775 people have provided feedback.
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